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By IPQWARD RNGEL 

WHAT MAKES a book store a good 
book atom? It’s hard to say. Is a big 
book store better than a little one? An 
efticientone betterthanaclubbyone?It 
is a subject that to champion one side 
over another is to invite clouts about the 
head. A book store is a personal as your 
toothbrush, and just as necessary. And, 
while toothbrushes tend to look alike 
except for unimportant details, it would 
be impossible to catalogue the teeming 
variety of book stores. 

Them are stores that look like the 
bookseller and booksellers who look 
like their stores. Them are stores that 
are as dusty and as disorganized as a 
mediaeval scholastic cell after a purge 
by the Jesuits: and others, usually at 
airports, whem books azz arranged in 
unbroken ranks, in crisp dust jackets, 
and attended by sales clerks that deal in 
stock numbers rather than titles. There 
am stores where authors are warmly 
and frequently welcomed, and others 
whew Shakespeak himself wouldn’t 
be recognized if he were brought in by 
Milton, a seeing-eye dog and the 
Dianne Quintuplets. 

The most famous book store I know 
of is Sylvia Beach’s Shakespeare and 
Company. She expanded her business 
when she published Ulysses, but books 
remained her main concern. It was Syl- 
via Beach’s idea to set up a store selling 
French books in New York City. She 
ended up selling American and English 
books. in Paris. Bookselling is fraught 
with compromise. 

Her book store on the me de I’Odeon 
became a meeting place for writers 
fmm all over. Hem on a hypothetical 
summer afternoon you might 4nd Er- 
nest telling Morley that Scott (in the 
next aisle waiting for Ezra to finish a 
long sentence) didn’i know beans about 
fly-casting; or, over there, Gertrude 
and Alice being teased by McAlmon 
while Buffy smiles on the sidelines. 
You never hear that on this very.spot 
Hector Arlington Flett held forth with 
Stanley McBannister about the 
influenceof theimagistes. because they 
just bought books, they didn’t write 
them. 
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Do we have stories about Canadian Bo&selle.rs vary. Them am the kind 
book stores like the stories that Sylvia *who remember that you once bought 
Beach tells in her memoit? Do we a book on Balkan fortifications 
have places as idiosyncratic as her (180%1918) in 1956, and’those who 
place, or its successors? Do we have ask “Who?” when you ask for Pierre 
places like the bmwscy cosiness of the Berton. Some have all the latest hits, 
shops on Cecil Court in London? Sure 
we do. When Toronto’s Villaae. Book 

: 

Store moved fmm Germrd up ib York- 
ville, the proprietor took with him a 
section of wall on which Milton Acorn 
had written his good wishes. There xe 
dozens of stories like that, and they all 
come from the same font: book stores 
the world over am something else. 

*the top 50 on shining display; and 
others specialize in remainders and the \ 
otherwise out-of-print. In a country ‘, 
where a second edition is raw than the i 
first for the simple reason that few 
books make it into a second edition, 
such a bookseller is worth his weight in 
Russell papers. 

In Montnal you can see living 
French writers - except for Rejean 
Ducharme, whom no one has ever seen 
-going the rounds of the book stores. 
InTomnto too, live authors do the liter- 
ary stations of the cross around Bloor 
and Yonge at regular intervals. Writers 
read. 

A good book stom’is like a club, a 
pub. a post office. a village pump, a 
cracker barrel. It’s not only where you 
go to buy your reading. it’s a place to go 
to do it - although some of the 
younger sales staff take a dim view of 
the scoffing of free samples. And, in- 
cidentally, what has happened to that 
genus of salesperson characterized by 
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sellers and as a result there are a great 
many more good book stores than is the 
case in Canada (Finland, with about a 
quarterof ourpopulation, has7OOgood 
bookstores). 

It will take new legislation to switch 
the institutional book-buying dollar 
from the foreign wholesales to your 
local bookseller. It is, I believe, legisla- 
tion well worth fighting for. 

We need more of those angels in tbis 
counky. And 1 guess I’ll just have to 
learn to survive more ogres. 0 

OLD CURIOSITIES bookshelves on the other side of his 

Some booksellers’ haven’t even the corridoras well. until itocctmedtobim 

savvy to display their wams in the that to get to his sitting mom (standing 

proper ambience, the surroundings that room. actually, because of all the 

have helped to sell books for centorics. books) he would have to travel side- 

Their bookstores are clean. bright. or- ways on a skate board. 

derly and hygienic. As ii the?. &ze 
selling Weetabix or Yucca Dew, for 

SKIP THIS NEXT BIT 

gosh sakes. Haven’t they noticed that You’ll note that I’m doing my best 

clients for new and second-hand hard- not to moan about my own personal 

cover books, the casual purchaser, de Fmsh-ations with booksellers, such as 

diiated browser and compulsive book seeing downtown Simpson’s selling 

collector alike, are pmfoundly uneasy my books in modest but steady quan- 

’ in the midst of the salubrious and the tities, sod then seeing them shipped 

orderly? Lie the posthole beetle, ihe back to the publisher to maka way for 

genuine book buyer is content only still newer novels that will p&ably in 

amongst gloom, rot and clutter. He 
tbeii tom be prematorely replaced. I 

The aut'hor's 
should not be bathed in light or wooed 

realize that booksellers have a perFect 

with colour. He should never have right not to make money if they don’t 

Peter Martin is the president of Peter 
Martin Associates of Toronto. 

want to. Howevs.r, I most be careful not 

-de 
enough room to swing a catalogue. He 
should be conskicted, rc&icted, cold- 

to be Fair.about this. My huuble is I 

shouldered and poorly illuminated. at usually appreciate so many sides to the 

least until he finally emerges into the question that the question ends up like 

light of common day, preferably with something created by laser holography. 
By DONALD JACK slightly grubby hands. That’s why I recognize, for instance, that a major 

Britoell’s is soccessful, while that new 
problem is 

bookshop a few blocks south, with its 
spacious, clean and skimpy stock, will 
never make it, unless they add a few 
other lines, like loveaids. or see- space 

through pants For climate-conscious 
’ I 

streakers. (I don’t wish to suggest that 

SPITS 
Britnell’s, my Favorite bookshop, is 
sordid; but it is jammed, especially 
when there’s nobody in it.) 

IT’S HARD TO write in ao uopn- 
judiced way about booksellers. They’re 
so dumb. If stove manufactmmx pm- 
mated their products like booksellers 
we’d still be roasting carcasses over 

Last year the World Wai I Plyers 
Association held their annual get- 
together in Victoria, in that splendidly 
appropriate hotel, the Empress (silv&y 
ladies, reddish gentlemen, a violin, 
‘cello and piano combo playing the 
latest smash hits from Ivor Novello). 
Because the members of the association 
were interested in buying copies of my 
two books, which wem about World 
War1 flyers and their associations, their 
president pressed for copies to b avail- 
able in a special display in the hotel 
during their septuagenary conveotion. 
My editor at Doubleday was delighted, 
and got in touch with a Victoria book- 
seller, who was appmpriatelJr pleased 
at tlte prospect of selling a few extra 
copies. Came the convention. Re- ’ 
miniscences about Rumpeties and 
Fees, No. 56, hilarious aoecdotes about 
baolky rotaries and crash-landings in 
sewage farms. But no book display. 
The hotel knew nothing about it. As 
soon as everybody had gone home it 
was discovered that the bookseller had 
laid in the volumes all right, two 
whacking great stacks of them, but for 
some inscrutable bibliophobic reason 
had taken no further action. so that, like 
the two old ladies locked in the lava- 
tory. nobody knew they were then. 
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Them xe, of course, variations. 
Cole’s stores sre brilliant and colour- 
ful, but they are successful not because 
of this but in spite of it. The super- 
market atmosphere is compensated For 
by the sheer avoirdupois of litemtwe. 
Fifty tons per 100 square Feet less and 
Coles would have to go back tosporting 
goods. 

SPENDTHRIFTINESS 

However, it seems to me that Coles 
are pricing themselves out of the hard- 
cover market. that is, I’m not buying 
them any more-1 used to buy a lot of. 
Coles books when they were 22, 77, 
and 99 cents. At 99 cents one could 
afford to throw out unsatisfactory 
purchases. 

( ) . . . . 

Books flutter Fmm the publishers in 
prodigious flocks; and unless their 
starlings instantly tom into best-selling 
rara avis, must be rapidly dislodged 
from the shelves if the bookshops are 
not to become so packed that even Dr. 
Dokszta can’t get in. But I can’t see 
why booksellers don’t retain the works 
that show signs of life when kicked. 
and cut down_still further on those 
30,048 titles that the English-language 
publishers issue each year. The book- 
seller can’t possibly do justice to them 
all. He should specialize. HI were not- 
ning a book store I would start by 
eliminating art books. I hate art books. 
Yes, a greater selectivity seems the 
answer - provided, of course. that 
mine are among the ones that are 
selected. 

BOOKSELLERS I HAVE 
KNOWN AND HATED 

1 -- 

My Friend Jan Dukszta was aghast Thii one is in the business because he 

when I confessed to thmwiag oat wanted to sell something, anything. 

books. He said he wouldn’t even dream But there was no mom locally for 

of throwing out his collection of Gov- another outlet For unisex clothing or 

ernment White Papers. As a result he antique TV cabinets. So now he.offers 

will soon need a shovel to get into his mouldy sets of Thackemy, back num- 

apartment. The last time I was them he bers of Eyeful, Dugs, Flush. Thrill. 

was wondering if he should pot up comimledonpage47 
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THE LIVELY SPIRITS OF PROVENCE 

BY JAMIE BROWN 
. 

A young Canadian couple are gradually accepted by 
the colorful inhabitants of a small French village as 
the ‘gmssesse” of Bmwn’s future wife becomes in- 
creasingly obvious and they battie international 
bureaucracy to wed before the baby’s birth. $7.25 

SOMEBODY ELSE’S SUMMER 

BY TEQ WOOD 

A well-reviewed book of short stories focussing on 
family love and relationships as affected by pmb- 
lems like alcoholism, unemployment and retarda- 
tion.. $6.75 

THE INDOMITABLE LADY DOCTORS 

BY CARLOTTA HACKER 

In a lively book which is both entertaining and 
shocking Ms. Hacker tells the adventures of many 
unsung Canadian hemines who had to fight bitter 
male oowsition in their determination to studv and 

ANNE FFdNCIS: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY “&+ttt.a 

BY FLCRENCE BIRD, CC, LL.D. 

The Life story of the Chairman of the Royal Commis- 
sion on the Status of Women in Canada covers the 
passing of a geneation of pampered women as 
Florence Bird struggles to find who she is and where 
she is going. Her earlier career was as a CBC news 
commentator, Anne Francis. $695 , 
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THE BO6K OF CRAFTS 
EdUedbyHenryPluckmn, 

An k”mduclorygu,de ,o cmf,s for fmaglnathrs 
paplewhowlsh to redlsurvartha sa,isfac,ion 
d makIng romslhlng wbh thelrwm hands. Owr 
30 f,e,ds are diiussed Imm c,a7 and modeling. 
collage. cower enameling. glass. lealhsr. 
mobile. papers. puppets. sawing and- 
caning. Each chapter b~g,“swllh a dsaerlpllon 
01 “w took used ,or tha “mUdal of process 
under dlscussio” and then mows lnlo basic 
ho”+!o methods. Photwmphs. 

Pi@. I%.ss 1onlY55.00 

Pub. et%.%/ Lbdy%.% 

Pvb. at%.%/C”Iy%LSB 

UCRENEECLEPOINTBY DESION 
e7MaggkLafle~ 

P.O. Box 5000 
164 Commander Blvd. 
Agincourt, Ontario 

p 
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d Cable: GAGEPUB 
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Tha Diviners, hy lbkgact Lanr- 
ence, McClelland & Stewart, 382 
psges, $8.95 cloth. 

By DAVID HRLwIG_ 

INTHE IOORsoyearssi~eeTheSfonc 
Angel was published, it has been gee- 
cmlly recognized as a novel of classic 
stature. Tbii recognition makes it hard 
to realize tbat afterfournovels, includ- 
ing The Stone AngeL and several other 
books, Margaret Laumnce is still, in 
terms of a IKmnal writing career, a 
young writer. Even a pessimist could 
hardly predict less than another 15 
years of important work. 

It’s fitting that her new novel is a 
combination of endings and begin- 
nings. “The river,” says its first sen- 
tence, “0owed both ways.” 

The Diviners is the story of Momg 
Gunn, who was, she says, born bloody 
minded. At the beginning of the book, 
Morag is a woman in her late 40s. a 
writer. living beside a river in sooth- 
eastem Ontario, worried about her 
IS-year-old daughter. The structure of 
the book is mughly like that of The 
Srone Angel, with two narrative lines 
going forward. one of the present 
events, the other a cbronologlcal se. 
queace of memories. The artifice of this 
structure is made deliberately clear, 
with the memories placed in separate 
sections, each section given its own 
heading and narrated in the present 
tense. The past is a perpetual present. 

Morag Gunn is a big, strong-minded 
* woman, a native of Manawaka, that 

mythical Manitoba town. Her parents 
dim whensheisfiveyearsold, aodsheis 
taken in by Christie Logan. the town 
garbage collector, called loyally the 
Scavenger. Christie and his wife Rio 
are brilliant creations, with all the rlch- 
ncss that haJ characterized the best of 
Margaret Laurence’s work. Christie’s 
stories. his vituperation, his odd and 
quirky humanity, all come together to 
create a character marvellous and 
memorable. He and Rin are outcasts, 
and living with tbem, Mmag feels her- 
self to be one of the dispossessed. Her 
real parents exist only as a fantasy of 
goodness and comfort. Her foster 
mother is fat and weakminded; her fos- 
ter father is the eccenhic master of the 
local dump, tbe Nuisance Grounds, a 
man who is perversely p&ud to carry. 

the weight of what people wish to ex- 
clude from their lives. - 

The symbolic stmctore of the book is 
intricate, Morag living out in her own 
life the dispossession of her Scottish 

half&& friend lives out the dispos- 
session of his people. Morag marries an 
English university professor, but Skin- 
ner Tonnem is the father of her only 
child. . 

The book, especially the flashback 
sections, is filled with scenes that am 
solid and living. From the anger of 
Morag’s childhood to the awkward 
sexual contacts of her solitary life in 
Vancouver. it is finely imagined. A 
scene in which Momg, sexually intense 
and unsatisfied, finds herself involved 
with a psychopath, remains vivid in my 

.., 

her daughter ilone has the same 
Sht.n~th.- 

The novel does have weaknesses, 
usually when parts of it seem willed 
rather than fully imagined. The narm. 
tive of the present doesn’t always in- 
volve the reader. The themes and 
characters seem too much a sort of n- 
port on the contemporary world. with- 
out the imaginative chemistry that 
makes fact into truth. 

My.other reservation about the book 
has to do with the ending and raises 
mom intemstiqg questions. The book’s 
resolution Seems to me too conscious, a 
resolution that takes place at the level of 
will rather than imaginative necessity; 
but it’s fascinating at the same time. for 
it attempts to m&e not only thii L&k 
but the whole history of Manawaka. 
The knife and plaid pin that figure in 
The Stone Angel thmugh the character 
ofJohn Shipley, return hem. At the end 
of the book, Morag’s daughter pique, 
part French, part Cree, part Highland 
Scotch, owns tbe knife of Lazarus Too. 
nem and is promised the inheritance of 
the plaid pin that John Shipley has been 
given by his mother. the pin that’con- 
rains the musing motto, Gainsay Who 
Dare. She is the inheritor of all the 
tribes of dispossessed, a hope for the 
future. As I say, this ending seems to 
me abstract. willed, but it is interesting 
that Margaret Laurence is attempting to 
resolve the history of Manawaka, 
perhaps to end tbe chronicle of Man- 
awaka that has gone on, directly or 
tangentially, tbmugh five books; and if 
tbe ending lacks conviction, it may be 
partly because Margaret Laurence has 
convinced us throughout the books that 
the river flows both ways, and that no 
endings are possible. 

--. --.. 

ReadingThe Diviners I was struck 
by a strange parallel between the place 
of the book in Margaret Laurence’s 
career and the place within Mordecai 
Richler’s career of Saint Urbain’s 
Horseman. Both books are in some 
way homecoming books, books that 
dramatize some of the feelings that led 
to a permanent move back to Canada. 
Both am intricate, ambitious books 
blending a reporter’s concern with the 
problems of life hem and now with a 
sense of the need for meaningful fan- 
tasies, formylhs. Bothreturn to chamc- 
ters found in the authors’ best books, 
Richler’s Duddy Krovitz and 

.Laumnce’s Stone Angel. Both attempt 
to make peace with a community that 
has been loved and hated. 

So The Diviners is a kind of ending, 
but it also contains, in its pmsentation 
of the sexual and emotional contiits of 
the matun Morag Gunn. material that 
is largely new in Margant Laurence’s 
work. Scenes such as those with tbe. 
psychopath, those at the breakup of 
Momg’s marriage, those involving the 
meeting of Morag, her lover and the 
lover’s wife, are a new departore. Mar. 
gaEt Laurence has written brilliantly in 
the past, but that doesn’t mean that we 
can even now guess all the kinds of 
stories she has to tell. 0 

NEL 
MEZZO DEL 
CAMMIN... 

Something I’ve Been Meaning to 
Tell You . . . Thlrtcen Stories, by 
Alice MutWo, McGraw-H8l Ryer. 
son, 256 pages, $7.95 cloth. 

By NANCY NAGLIN 

AS CHILDREN we am an audience for 
the stories grandmothers and maiden 
aunts tell again and again. By the time 
we’re old enough to be curious about 
the facts, the maiden aunts am too ad. 
vanced in senility and the grandmothers 
too recently dead to get our half-truths 
$0 focus. We are left well into adult- 
hood with garbled. half-remembered 
impressions and the memories of 
grandmothers, family intrigues and 
childhood confusioos become all the 
things we feel we have to tell somebody 
before we die. 

Something I’ve Been Meaning to 
Tell You . . . is Alice Munro’s own 
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They Won’t Demolish Me! , 
by Roth Carrier 
By one of Quebec’s best-known 
novelists, author of the LA GUERRI 
trilogy, this funny. angry story tells 
of one msn’s bnttle with Progress 
in the form of bulldozers and 
Instant high&s. 

Yesterdays 
by Harold Sonny Lad00 
A bawdy, outrageously funny 
novel of West Indiin life, invol,ting 
o scheme to send a Hindu mission 
to Canada. 

Breathing Space 
by John Bruce 
In this sinister, stylishly witty 
fable, guests come together for a 
~4.6 weekend and find their 
lives transformed by a criminal in 
the house. 

Poems selected and new 
by P.K. Page 
P.K. Psge’s dvzliig style, wit, and 
acutsly original sense of society 
and self have established her as 
one of Canada’s leading poets. A 
comprehensive collection. 

Beware the tionths of hire 
by Patrick Lane 
Lyrical, intense poems, ranging 
from Toronto streets to Calgpty 
@s, from South America to Can- 
ada’s Indian Reservations. Lane’s 
reputation is confumed in this 
fine couection. 

Cities 

In thi. long awaited third book, 
Jonas combines personal experi- 
ence and es&d insight to’focus 
on five of the world’s great cities. 

THE IMPORTANT 

reckoning with a private world thal 
is dead and gone. The 13 stories are s 
reminder of s simpler, Canadian coun- 
try way of life that exists only in the 
recollections of her characters. There 
sre outhouses, people frozen outside 
barns and idyllic summer days. The 
collection has a reminiscent, bitter- 
sweet tone that nostalgically recfestes a 
Depression atmosphere. The stories 
would seem real for Canadians over 35, 
my generation might too hastily dis- 
miss them ss plots for G-rated family 
movies. 

The characters are s reflective, 
chatty. assortment of mainly middle- 
aged and older persons who have 
paused midway in their lives and stop 
ped to take stock. They have been a 
hard-working lot, not overly ambitious 
or successfal. and satisfied or resigned 
to their positions in life. They have led 
quiet lives in small, unsophisticated 
communities that have always stuck to 
the old-fashioned virtues. In amaze- 
ment, and ss if whiling away a slow 
afternoon, they tell how their lives have 
brought them to bmelii or to rented 
rooms or to disappointmenr with the 
younger generation. 

Munro’s people are average, decent 
wage-earners. Twenty or 30 years ago 
they ran the buses and did everything 
else that was necessary to keep the 
country running. Today, they’re the 
sort of people one sees in Vancouver 
walking up and down Grsnville Street 
with shopping bags looking for bar- 
gains. Their distinctive feature is a 
definite sense of right and wrong that 
complicates their adjustment to the pre 
sent day. 

The stories concentmle on the past or 
on comparisons between the past and 
the present. Munro is distressed with 
North American solutions to genera- 
tional conflict. She has little compss- 
sion for the self-righteousness of long- 
haired youths who an ignorant of any- 
thing that happsned before 1960. There 
is the implied suggestion that the past, 
despite all its faults, has a moral edge 
on the present. 

Munro rarely ventures far from 
“small subjects.” Her achievement is 
investing small lives and small events 
with theirpmpwsignificance. Hercon- 
cem is with people who are on the out-, 
side of things, relegated to the fringes 
of activity and decision, and for the 
most psrt, these people a women. 

Munro’s chsracters include an extra- 
ordinary cast of casualties. Prominent 
among the ranks of the weak and the 
by-passed sre a whole scrspbook of 
wssted women - women suffering 

fmm strange flutters of the heart, 
Psrkinson’s Disease and lingering ill- 
nesses. They are a cast who seem to 
belong to another era when women were 
genteel creatures, aspired to stsrched 
collars nnd clean handkerchiefs, and 
paid for respectability with a kind of 
socially imposed. self-destructive vir- 
giniry. 

Munm is not a *‘woman’s writer” 
(whatever that may he) and should not 
be tidily classified as “feminist,” 
“female,” or any other label linking a 
sexual bias to her writing. Her stories 
are not high-class versions, tirst-rste 
samples. of what is generally consi- 
dered a fourth-rate and unmentionable 
market - the women’s magazine. 
Munro is simply too good, too diicip- 
lined and too catholic to be labelled 
anything other than an accomplished 
story-teller. Cl . . 

FUTURE 
SCHLOCK 

Agency, by Paul Gottlieb, Moe 
son, 221 pages, $7.95 cloth. 

By FRASER SUTHERLAND 

SINCE THE author of Agency is a 
Montreal-based advertising man one 
wonders if he wrote his own jacket 
copy, which asks: 

This reader still doesn’t know and 
neither, I suspect, does the author. 
Agency is a glib pseudo-thriller thst 
starts out as spy-ti, a technological fairy 
tale in the manner of Ian Fleming, and 
ends up as a 1984style fable. The 
opening, in which copywriter Philip 
Morgan becod suddenly involved in 
the machinations of those who control 
the agency, is pue James Bond: 
‘* ‘How attractive my killer.’ Philip 
mused. The flat, small, stainless-steel 
Bonetti Femins .32 aimed at his crotch 
at point-blank range, zeroed in, un- 
wavering.” 

Even ha the satire, some of it not 
too subtle. begins to creep in. Morgan. 
who works for the agency - Doolittle 

,, _. .__ _._._ :._ - .._._. _.._____ __.--__. _. 
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GRAND 
LARCENY 

PETTY 
LECHERY 

&Bragg --unwittingly aborts his emp 
loyers’ plan to sabotage a rocket 
launching with ao electmnically rigged 
commercial. As well, Morgan learns 
that the Forces of Evil are using the 
agency to reduce society to an infantile ‘NOTBLOODY WKRLY’ 

level (one would not have thought it The Shaw Fe&al 1963-1973 

were necessary), thus softening it up Brian Dohcny 

for an authoritarian to take command. 
Morgan cnn’t fight the conspiracy - A History of the Shaw Festival from 

government intelligence doesn’t be- its beginnings in the Court House 

lieve hisstory-and heisco-opted into Fool’s Gold, by Simon Mara- Thealre st Niagara-on-the-Lake 

becoming the agency’s vice-pm&dent wllle, Pagurian Press, 206 pages, through its first season in the new 

and creative director. He finishes in a $6.95 cloth. theare which opened in June I973 - 

remote mansion under the “care” of a w&en by the founder of the Festi- 

psychiatrist bent on making absolute val. Brian Doherty. 

the agency’s control of his mind. 
By PHILIP MATHIAS Full details of all the productions - 

Since the plot is based on an Brie players. directors, em. Approxi- 

Ambler-type device-something goes THERE’S THIS immigrant straight off mately I25 brilliant black & white 

wmng inside an organization - the boat, see, who has come to Canada photographs. 

Agency continually threatens to be- to make a pile. He’s a WASP but with a 16Opoges $15.00 

come a genuine thriller and not a satiri- difference - hisskin is “tinged with 
cal pastiche. the Orient.” He Ieft home in Ceylon 

The brisk narrative pace is coupled because his father was a lush and. after 
with a stylistic slickness that is some- working in an English bank, comes to Box LACROSSE 

times self-defeating. Take. for exam- Toronto. He makes a million dollars The faslesl game on two feer. 

ple, Morgan’s reactions to coffee: (it’s easy. really), loses it again and, on James Hinkson 
‘. . . . his stomach rebelled against Ihe the last page discovers nia TRUE lntmduclion by Jim Bishop 

bitter, inhuman liquid.” Later in the k%ANlNO cw ww. 
novel: “The bitter liquid shocked his That’s the tale of Michael de Shane. As Ihe first detinhive instruction 
guts. sending tremors of nervous, the anti-hem of Fool’s Gold. a first book on Caaada’s fan-growing na- 
energy throughout his body.” They’re hovel by “Simon Marawille.” The ao- lions1 sport. Box LACROSSE will 
making coffee stronger these days. thor has chosen to write under a be welcomed by coaches and 

What bothers me most about Agent)’ pseudonym presumably because he players. both professional and 

is the cloud of phoniness that seems to hasn’t the courage to have his real name smateur. 

hang over it. I would have felt better if associated with this barrel of literary Numerous photographs and detailed 
Gottlieb had written a straight commer- crude. The blurb says Marawille is a easy-t-follow diagrams of specific 
cial thriller. Certainly the jacket seems “senior panner of an international plays. Cloth $6.25 net 
to promise that: the flap shows a photo inv&tment firm based in Toronto.” 1 paper $4.50 

of a bearded, grim author hiding behind suspect he’s really a frustrated United 
the upturned collar of a trenchcoat. If Church minister fantacizing gleefully 
Agency is a fable predicting that glib. and anonymously about all forbidden 
vacooos advertising men am the ideal fruits. 
shock troops for Big Brother, I might De Shane’s first job in Canada isin 

HIINTERS OF THE ARCTIC 

have guessed by myself. the cage of s Tomato brokerage firm 
Roger F&m-Rochc 

One further detail bothers me, but where he invests in a penny-mining 
doubtless would not have ifAgency had stock and loses money he doesn’t own. The Cansdim Arclie - cold, inhos- 

been a better novel. Gottlieb, described His only friend is a jazz musician he pilable. and forbidding; yet even in 

on the Eap as “an enthusiastic Cana- knew in London, who takes him around [he 1970’s still home to the Eskimos 

dian,” sets his story in an unidentified the party circuit. One evening de Shane and many Indians who depend for 

batU.S.-oriented city. I’mgetting tired meefS a fat broad who likds the way he their lives mainly on the caribou. 

of enthusiastit Canadians setting their plays guitar and who signals she wants seal, and bear. An absorbingacccunt 

spy stories anywhere but Canada. it between the legs. So he takes her up of a harsh and relentless way of life 

Facile talk about Canada’s being a bad to a bedmom. While he’s doing up his - bul one thar is rapidly king made 

locale because it’s on the international flies he turns to the reader and says: “1 
obsolete by the encroachment of 

sidelines. etc., is no excuse. Inter- felt a vague ‘disgust. Not with Dora. 
modem technical “civilizadoion”. 

national sidelines am the traditional With myself.” (Oh, you incorrigible 24pages ofsuperb illustmrionr 

battlefield for global combatants. moralist. de Sham.) paperback $2.95 

In any case the best thriller writers He travels to Montreal where he gets 
have not snobbishly rejected Canada as a job selling space for The Financial 

suitable background. Ian Fleming set at POSI and picks up with another chick 
least one of his stories hem. and the who’sa Westmount socialite. She tum- J.M. DENT& Sons (Canada) Ltd. 
best of lhem all, Eric Ambler, made the bles the first night and so he finds her 
anti-hem of his Intercom Gmspiracy a easy to be with. 

;;,Iia/dale Rd., Don Ml 

Canadian, a native of - ironically De Sham screws around with her for 
enough - Monkeal. 0 . a while, making his entie into West- 

.-. -- .-.-7- _- .._-.. -__-_._______ 
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mount society, but in the end cannot 
stomach her any longer and throws her 
over,’ seeing in a flash of unusual 
philosophical insight all their ralation- 
ship had been: 

The jacket blurb says: “Mike is an 
attractive rascal . . . theToronto WASP 
equivalent of Mordccai Richlcr’s 
Duddy Kmvita.” Don’t believe. it. 
Mike de Sham. is just a dull, moncy- 
loving lecher. The only possible laugh 
in this book is when, at a party at a 
cottage, so much pressme builds up in 
the sewage tank it explodes, sending a 

showerofwet shit downovertbe’eucsts 

myself morbidly wondering whether 
they went on drinking or not. 

Back to money. Da Shane makes his 
first million (by borrowing about 
$500,000 and investing it in the right 
stock) and becomes a partner in a To- 
ronto bmkcrage firm. Money becomes 
so important to him he starts having a 
recurring dnam about being suspended 
over dark water full of tithing mon- 
stars (this could, of Poursa, symbolize 
his fear lhat he will fall.back into pcn- 
my). At about this time his sister tcla- 
phones fmm Ceylon to tell Mike his 
father is ill and would like to see him 
before hc dies. Mike is too busy with 
his finances to leave Canada, but the 
guilt of taming down his father’s dying 
request helps turn his nightmarcs into 
daytime hallucinations. 

Then the market breaks and wipes de 
Shane out. He can? raise enough 
money to pay off the bank so he goes to 
Wellesley subway station to throw 

himself in front of a train. Fommatcly, 
ha suffers a total nervous and physical 
collapse before reaching the edge of the 
platform. 

Mii wakes up in hospital and tells 
the psychiatrist th# money to him 
was “everything, self-esteem, power, 
everything. The money was, you 
know, my whole being. Without it I 
was nothing, nothing.. . .” But at last 
ha has diiowed there is something 
moreimoortantinlife~it’sonoaac205. 
line nilue; in cast you abn? wa;ltto read. 
the whole book). 

Ah, sweet mystery! “There’s a bit 
more to life than being a wheel on the 
street,” Mike is able to say ro a friend 
when he has left hospitat. facing his 
debts manfully. “Andthem’sahellofa 
lot mom to being a Canadian than just 
making a million dollars.” 0 

Philip Mathias. an investiSative rcpor- 
terfor The Financial Post& theauthor 
d Forced Growth (Jumes Lewis & 
Samuel). 

Yes. I wish to St&or/be to 8OOKS IN CANADA. 

I enclose $9.95 for one yeark subecription.’ 
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City Zone Province 
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Canadian Review of Books Limited. 501 Yonge Street, 

Toronto, Ontario. M4Y 1 Y4 

‘$15.00 Overseas. 
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BLACK 
BURN 

Riverlisp, Black Memories by 
Frederick Ward, Tundra Books, 153 
pages, $S.%clotb. 

By JUAN BUTLEB 

IN RIVERLISP, a Black community 
comparable to Afiicville that once oes- 
tied. poor, grimy and proud, on the 
fringe of Halifax. the stream flows slow 
and steady in spite of (or perhaps be- 
caose 00 the debris that has accoma- 
lated in it. 

The debris of restlessness: “I ain’t 
satisfied. Ain’t nevergonna be neither. 
Even not when I was young . . . always 
on the streets. But I needs them streets. 
They be like salvation its&s.” 

Of violence: “Pee Dee were shot the 
other night only seventeen years old. 
Seems he and Mr. Jacobs, the door 
rattler. got into a argorlttg and Pee Dee 
resisted being rested and started run- 
ning.” 

Of hatred: “ ‘Git outta my town. 
nigger!’ Was the first time I’d heard a 
white boy say it. I looked back hard at 
him, cause now I had to be a ‘bad nig- 
gc?. So I took my time and leftcd.” 

Ofsorrpw: “Sometimesshe’dsitioa 
dark comer thinking think boln all the 
shit she he into - bills, mens, chil- 
drens - talk to h&self pray and cuss 
laugh askquestions dry herself with her 
fist and miss love loving.” 
. Of love: “And then too, her beauty 

were the loviess of all things. All thems 
in the neighbourhood paid attention 
even praise. . . . Yeah when she were 
on the street even the dogs were at a 
slush!” 

‘And good tiines: “0 hold me hold 
me! Thii was Street’s Blue Room and 
the dancing was heavy. My name was 
Young Blood and the fat women loved 
me. Me and a big mama was a whole 
Aoor show most any night in the 
week.“. 

-- 
i 

And especially religion: “Let the 
magnification and the immaculatship of 
divine supervision guide us today as we 
seeks t0 enter the ‘OUT’ in the bigger 
than us. Amen!” 

And all the other emotions, ohserva- 
dons and just plain shouts of joy that, 
accumulated and intermingled, go into 
making Riverlisp what it is: a life, ao 
experience, a song. Frederick Ward, a 
man to watch for. 0 

ii2xmws gl 

COMING IPJ AUGUST THE FINAL PLATEAU: , 
The Betrayal of Our Older Citizens 
Daniel Jay Baum 
The shocking facts of, how Canada’s older citizens live in 
their ‘golden years.’ What retirement means to 1,045,467 
pensioners who do not have enough income for a decent 
standard of living while indifferent government officials, 
and the populace generally, ignore their existence. A 
frank and indignant book. 

-blw photographs paper $4.35 
IEVEWBODV’S CAN&A 
The Vertical Mosaic Reviewed and Re-examined 
James L. Heap, Editor 
A distinguished sociologist analyzes The Vertical Mosaic ’ 

with penetrating insight and brings up to date the 
conclusions in that definitive study of power and social class in Canada. 

paper $3.75 
CULTURAL SOVE:wElGNTV 
The Time and Reader’s Digest Case in Canada 
Isaiah Litvak and Christopher Maule 
The book everyone is discussing in the Canadian book industry 
this year. (Praeger) t+oth $15.00 

, 
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EXPLOR1M.i R.,AYSMITH9S EA HYTH 
But it wu MI tong before Gould hid to 
paw% bwuind~momenthestigbwmd 
up thal a’phht’ smmdedoff tooneside and 
the woodpecker shot p~$ miting Gould 
by inches. It disappeared inm a bed of 
moss. Gould said, “Huh?” and looked 
about. 

‘You bloody numbskull!’ 
‘Shut up and pass me ano,ber w-ad: 

pcckar.’ 
-fmm “Smoke” 

TOO LITTLE HAS been written about 
Ray Smith’s first collection of stories, 
Cape Breron Is The Thought Contrbl 
Cemre Of Canada (1969); and it may 
Emain a relatively neglected work be- 
cause somehow such dark terms as 
Black Humour, The Absurd. Fantasist, 
have been fated a bad press in this coon- 
try, registering on the Richter Scale of 

sentee speculators and curved hockey 
sticks. “Moral hnkroptcy!” “Squan- 
dered talent!” “Quick. call a doctor!” 
are the usual condemnatory outcries 
whenever fvetl another absurdist 

neanialr to savage our healthy expecta- 
tions with a few more formless &p- 
pings. What CanLit needs more of. 
apparently, are sets of -well-plotted 
Mosaic laws, or messages of hope that 
sing baritonically of the Land, or - at 
the least - urban tragedies whb tbe 
hero flawed, preferably. in the-Core 
Arca. The geeoil from Absurdist litem- 
lure is often accompanied, too, by 
prim. oblique hints that, say, Kafka’s 
“The Hunger Artist” might have been 
spiritually redeemed by a deus u 
machina in the fom of a rush take-out 
order from Shopsy’s Delicatessen. 

It is not my intention here todo.much 
more than declare for the aesthetic 
genuineness of the Absordist move- 
ment in Canadian literawe, and to ob- 
servethatRay Smith’s firstbookwas an 
organized. adventurous and skillful 
series of fictions, filled with the kinds 
of risks that good writers take. 

Tony Tanner, in his Ci@ qf Words, 
explored a peculiar paradox confmnt- 
ing the modem writer; one passage in 
particular applies, I think, with special 
force to some of Smith’s initial experi- 
ments with language and form: 

H be wams to write in my communicable 
rOrm he murt wffic in B language whii 
mayateverytum belimiring.dirrcdnglndm3 
perhaps conbolling hL x~~.ponxs and for- 
mulrdons. If he feet9 Ibat Ibe given sm~p_ 
Ndngofrwlilyoflheavaitableluyua~is 
imprironingorbdiuimus, hemr,y&mkm 
language PlILlgeIheC or he msy se& to us? 

12 

Lord Nelson Tavern, by Ray 
Smith, McClelland & Stewart, 160 
pages, $6.95 cloth. 

By LAWtiNCE GARRER 

the exking lmgulge in such I vny that he 
demonrata ID himself and nher people 
tha hedoes~tacceptmrwhdlymnform 
m the rlmnura buik into the mmm~n 
tongue. till he bar Ihe powerto wrist md 
perhaps disturb the ppniculu ‘mbricidng’ 
tendency of Ihe language he has inherited. 
Such m lulbor will go out of his way m 
show dmt he is using language as it bxs 
ncvubeen used before. luvingthe visible 
msrkr of his idiosyncncics on every for- 
mutation. The desire or compulsion (is) to 
pmject tie shap of one’s own unique con- 
sciousness again% Ihe imprisoning shapes 
of the external world. 

~ElnccOC was very much into all 
&his, manipulating language and thus 
our experience of language,&erating 
us from the usual orccedures of oassion 
and quest, and eiploding ge&s as if 
the author had mapped out a kind of 
literary mine field through which there 
was no way we could ever get home 
again. Observe, for instance, this ex- 
cerpt from “Passion”: 

Yes. w-Ion. You rec.. 
How can you argue rkh a mm who 

RptiCr Watermelon? Yes. yes, I Halhctiff 
kncwyuu musrmakesybilsofsyllablcstut 
Seruidvity. Im;lgbmdon . . em.. Feel- 
iw cxceters doll, count anymore 01 Cahy 
vmuld.. 

I don1 undemand. 
You don, uwka.. . . 
W-?No.I.... 
IIS you see less; Mung0 Rappapon, my 

otdesl and closer1 Kind is. bar always 
keen feprr appre and inmmpre hemibte. 

. . . Cathy dreamangle. open your door 
ID wondering.. 

Hi Heatcliff. 
With an h plearc. He-thuh-cliff. 

In Lord Nelson Tavern, Smith has . 
adjusted his focus somewhat. Not that 
the experiment is over, but rather that it 
has discovered a broader, mOre dimen- 
sioned field, a larger stmcbxe, and is 
now funded with greater scope and coo- 
tinoity. The glittering play with Ian- 
guage, the enfolding traps of “Ah! 
Irony!” and the sharp parodies that 
moved so easily over the surfaces of 
convention have all given way to a 
more interior sympathy with life styles. 
And Smith’s characters have somehow 
gradu&d from objects to subjects. 

complete with new built-in reserves of 
feeling and energy. 

In any case, a writer like Ray Smith 
defies easy categories. There is nocriti- 
cal vocabulary precise enough to de- 
scribe the forms and functions of his 
new work. It isn’t a novel; it isn’t a 
collection of short stories: it wit a 
series of tales; it has no large sustaining 
metaphor to shape it into redoubling 
fictions. Smith even employs a mul- 
titude of narrative techniques appmp 
riate to the image of the moment. And 
yet the form ofLord Nehon Tavern is, 
perhaps, its most essential feature; for, 
despite its seemingly random collec- 
tiveness, it has been .arranged - 
duo&b elabonte time shifts and mod- 
ulated points of view - into an order 
that seems highly controlled. As a R- 
sult, its vision of the intricacy and rich- 
ness and skategems of human relation- 
ships resonates directly from Ihesrruc- 
two1 manipulation of its materials. 

The book contains seven sections or 
panels, each focusing centrally upon 
one or two characters, but containing, 
too, a larger sense of other lives being 
lived: a simultaneous operation of 
foreground, background and middle 

‘distance. These sections exist au- 
tonomously (and a couple have been 
published separately), but tbelr larger 
significance depends upon the total, 
cumulative effect of cbmacters being 
played off against one another, each in 
turn reduced to scale in a continuing 
history of relationships. The book’s 
construct offers us not a total view. 
then, but multiplying points of view as 
each life touches coriously, comically 
and even surprisingly upon another in 
rapid, interlocking associations. The 
design achieved has about it the layout 
of a well-famished labyrinth: a pat- 
terned dance among friends to the 
music of time which suggests that 
Smith’s structural master is no longer 
Barges but Anthony Powell. 

We begin in a tavern, presumably the 
tavern of the Lord Nelson Hotel in 
Halifax, where the initial arrangements 
of the book are set up. Thll opening 
tavern scene becomes an introductory 
image of their collecdvity as Gould 
and Paleologue (English), Naseby 
(Philosophy), Grllse (Economics) and 
Ti-Paula (Art School) - all later to 
have their own sections - worry 
through their university interludes. 
Smith begins with ii comnion object for 
them to contemplate - the beautiful 

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Ray+Smith
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HITLER 
doeohim C. Fesl 
“The numerous 1973 “Hitler books” were cf ecme 
importance es well as genuine interest. Here, how- 
evw, the Hitler litermy phenomenon. reaches en 
authentic peak in this massive book, researohed end 
written over e lg-year span. by the author of The 
Face of the Third; Reich.” - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY 

31925 (PublIshed) 

CONUNDRUM 
Jan Mords 59.95 fSectemberi 

Illumined his Crulslng Speed and the polltical wls- 
dom and lngenulty which have made his recently 
cublished Four Reforms such e sucoess. 

UNITED NATIONs JOURNAL: A Delegate’s Odyesey 
Wfllfam F. Buofdey, Jr. 
After serving one year es a Delegate to Ihe’Generel 
Assembly 88 U.S. repreeentetlve on the Human Rights 
Committee, Buckley has created what promises to be 
one of the season’s most 
book% Livin 

en oyeble 

%. 
I 

and importent 

Buckleyporn 
up to hfs reputet on es greet raconteur, 
mes the wit, style and personality which 

This is e most extraordinary exem 
encn known es trenssexuellsm - t \ 

le of the phenoih- 
e llfelong convio- 

tlon that one has been born Into the wmng sex and 
the struggle to escape from it. How James, mount& 
climber. husband end father of five children, resolved 
the conundntm and became Jan is told in e sensitive 
and deeply moving manner. “This powerful, unusuel 
human document offers a remarkable.lnslght Into the 
male-female mentelity.” - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY 

$6,90 (Published) 

THE GREEK 
Pierre Rev 
The \vhoie world’s the stage for thls huge end 
dazzling novel of the lnternetlonet et set that matohee 
the best of Hamld ,Robbins and j acqueline Susann. 
Already publlshed In twelve countrlee with more then 
Ztt~.OOO coples sold In France alone1 (2oming es ‘e 
me~cr motion pictum. 

910.75 (June) 

DR. SOLOMON’S EASY, NO-RISK DIET: 
The Tested Way to Shed Pounds Without Endengerlng 
Your Health 

. . 

COMPANIONS ALONG THEVJAY 
Rulh MIontgomerg 
Here is en extreordinmy acoouot, dloteted fmm The 
World Beyond, of Gmup Karma end the parallel 
lncsmatlons this pbpular author has shared with the 
world-famous medium, Arthur Ford. Including their 
parallel incarnation In Palestine in the time of Jews, 
thls Is the enlhrelllng story of Arthur Ford end 
Ruth Montgomery es they have travelled together 
thmugh the oentuties, companlone along the way of 
mlncarnetion. 

TAHOD 
Earl Thompson 

$9.95 (September) 

Like the life It describes, Taltoo Is rew end violent. 
often painful end shockin . Set In the late 1940% end 
early 1950’s. sweeping mm Kansas to Callfomia, 8. 
fmm Germany to Korea, Tattoo tells of the search of 
Jack MacDemdd. a boy from the wmng side of the 
tracks, for his version of the American dream. As wlth 
hls previous book, A Garden of Sand, Eat Thomp 
eon 8 stature es a major noveliet ie confirmed with 
thls remarkeble and endurlna work. 

Neil Solomon. MD. PhD - 910.75 (Sectember) 

Dr. Nell Solomon, best-selling author of The Truth 
About Welght Control, and leadlng medlcal authority 
in the field of obeelty end nutrition help every dieter, 
whatever his diet pmtlle. shed exoese pounds wlth- 
out expceing him to the risks inherent In fad diets. 
Doctor Atkins end Stillman will give way to this die- 
tingulshed doctor’s scientific eppmech to permanent 
weight lose. 

99.49 (July) 

THE DOCTOR’S BOOK OF VITAMIN THERAPY: 
Megavltemins for Health 
Dr. Herald Rosenberg and A. N. Feldzemen, PhD. 
In e highly readable style, complete wlth the most 
up-to-date InformatIon. The Dcotcr’s Book of Vltamln 
Therapy fills a crucial gap in the contmvenial field of 
vitamins. Both Dr. Rosenberg end Dr. Feldzamen have 
oerefully reseamhed and documen@d all sidee of the 
vitemin question thus providing a practical program 
for optimum health. 

97.95 (August) 

IN SEARCH OF ANCIENT GODS: 
MY Flctorlal Evldenoe for the lmeoeslble 
E&b “on Denlhen 
New examinetlon and explorations. (complete with 
319 black and white llluetretlons end 57 in full color) 
by the famous author of Chariots of the Gods In the 
exb’etemeetrlel 
strengthen van b . 

orlds he has made his own domaln. 
amken’s well-known theory that the 

earth wes vislted thousands of yean ego by astm- 
nauts from another planet who oonveyed Information 
that enabled men to develop fmm a prlmltlve to e 
civilized being. “This book”. says Mr. vcn Denlken. 
“will help to erese many question marks, but it will 
also pose some new ones.” 

$11.55 (October) 

DWD 

LONGMAN CANADA LIMITED 1;: 
55 9erkrGreene 94, Den Mills. Ontade 
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and mysterious Fmncesca - who 
sends them all off on theii marvellously 
divergent myths: 

‘Hereyes. now, hereyesaretbemyrtey 
oflhemdverse, tbeliitofday. themove- 
mm of murlc. the .7. the . :j 

‘Herlcgr. Gould. berlegsbave IhaeLeg- 
am curves of an e&e's Eiibt. da beacb 

.sldmmeringinthewn,of...’ 
‘For Christ’s sake.’ from Naseby, ‘the 

important thing is bow good a lay sbd is.’ 
No one knew dds. for noncoftbem had 

ever spoken 10 her.. . 

Francesea ramains a mystery to them 
all. not because (despite their in&t- 
ments in her) she is so complex, but 
because she is no more than a shiny 
surface; she and her perfect lover Di- 
mihi -rich and easy they are in their 
iet-omoelled leisure - surface fmm 

of sunny, cardboard gestur&. T&y 
seem to serve as unreal foils and false 
graces to the truly anguished experi- 
encca of those, like Paleologue’s Lucy 
and Gould’s Rachael and the younger 
Sarah. who pay a real emotional price 
for who they sm and what they know. 
Francesca’s dreamy vacancy - the 
mytb of perfect contentment made 
flesh, as advertised -explodes againsr 
the rral-life iraumas of the light, aby 
Lucy and the great buxom Rachael: 

Like hsir, for example. You think maybe il 
doesn’t matter if fashion says evuybody 
h~imbwecurly hnir.lbegidjustdoesit a 
diKerent way. But yw wouldn’t belive 
Ihe hell I went Ulmugh for years hying to 
put wwes in my hair. years when I had to 
lieon my facetopta sleep, when ML just 
rain but mcrr dampness in the air was a 
mcd dirvlcrrnd in lbejobn before clrrs~~ 
the kbaky-haired ones wmdd stand in front 
of Ihe mirmrr smirking and paldry their 
curls andperhaprmndcRcndtoprrlcndto 
feel scmy formebecause lheeurlWloulif 
~lme~ner~mvchirlumedonailpIEnfecl 
WJlly. 

tally, with sewn detachment, as if 
they had stepped from the pages of a 
previous pamdic experiment to be 
judged in a newer and tougher context 
where their survival is now by no 
means certain. It is fitting, then, that 
both the obnoxious, debauched Naseby 
and the secret international adventurer 
Grilsc should be finally murdered, ex- 
orcised from the book at last like gross, 
literary demons. 

But the relationshipa themselves, 
those anxious associations of blood and 

..“Nothing makes a goddess human 
like seeing her tipping back a bottle of 
beer,” w+c told quite early in the 
book; and this statement seems to be a 
key to the differences in approach as 
natures develop in a number of dim- 

feeling amgng the fuller and lesser 
charactqrs, are the very heart of the 
book: Lucy and Jackie, Lucy and 
Paleologue, Ti-Paulo and Odile, 
Naseby and Nora - the combinations 
seem endless. To take what is, for me, 

._ _...._ I__,_ _-..- -.L_..._. .--. 

tions, care4ng towa~Is middle age in 
the guises of agents or victims, wise 
ones and fools, coming up empty or 
fultilled as each expectation is played 
out to its compromise in time. For in- 
stance, of the dozen odd characters - 
from Gould the English Professor to 
Naseby the pornographer - Smith en- 
dows some with full, rich inner lives 
and others with merely read surfaces. 
Them is a kind of narrative system to 
this. Those who are privileged to pds- 
se88 complete interiors are usually al- 
lowed pcmonal forms within which to 
declare themselves: Lucy and Rachael 
indulge in long, confessional mono- 
logues, Ti-Paula the artist kcepselab- 
orate journals, Sarah records her ex- 
periences (specifically, her deflower- 
ing) in a diary. Even Paleologue 
the poet and his actress wife Gussie, 

ultimately set in a l&ely quiet land- 
scape that serves to objectify their own 
pqrsonal separate peace. On the other 
hand, those who remain shadowy and 
are contained inside narratives as 
catalystic objects arc dealt with imni- 

a) In “Sarah’s Summer Holkiays,?’ 
we approach the middle-aged Gould 
and Rachael through the consciousoe&s 
of their daughter Sarah who, in the se+ 
erity of her adolescent brightness, bi 
fouad them to be dull, predictable, 
sterile and unimaginative. “I think my 
system is a very good one for putting 
fools in theii places. Whoever comes 
out of it is usually a reasonable excuti 
for home sapiens.” At 13, Sarah is 
invited to spend the summer with 
Paleologue and Gussie whose tieedom 
and energy she immediately contrasts 
to the. bankrupt intuitions of her own 
family. So attractive is the easy 
conlidence and low-key wisdom of 
Paleologue that Sarah finds herself the 
agent inherownseduction. “Anyway, 
it mightjust be interesting (stop kiddini 
yourself, Sarah. it would be a stroke of 
genius) to seduce Paleologue.” Par- 
tially through means of a wonderfully 
comic exhibitionism, Sarah succeeds in 
being taken by this poet of her ambi- 
tions, and immediately shapes from the 
experience a myth as fmgile’as acoupl: 

Ray Smith 

I -. mgon water. Sheconcoctsanelabotate 
tiance complete with a letter to her 
fUNIt self: “Sweet Sarah, 33, I hope 
you’n happy. Goodbye, wherever you 
are.” The seduction and its subsequent 
transformation inN myth accomplishes 
two powerfully negative results: fiat, it 
creates an even greater distance bet- 
ween herself and Rachael whom she 
sees as a bourgeois, maternal trap; set- 
ondly, it arrests her emotional da 
velopment as she searches vainly for 
some further romantic experience to 
satisfy the mythology of the first 

b) In “Family Lives,” we im- 
mediately move back in time to be con- 
fronted with Gould and Rachad just 
before and just after their marriage. Ul- 
timately, wc art meant to discover in 
this section Rachael herself through a 
richly personal monologue; and it $.a 
version of Rachael that serves abruptly 
to contradict Sarah’s Rachael: one im- 
agination cutting across time to school 
another. More than that, however, is 
the revelation that Sarah bears associa- 
tions with two artists: her first lover 
Paleologue, of course, but also her mal 
father who is not Gould but Ti-Paulo. 
For just as- “Sarah’s Summer Ho&’ 
$ays” traced the evolution of Sarah’s 
deflowering by the poet Paleologue, the 

the most vital mund of,figures is to 
discover all kinds of pcrmeatini touch- 
stones: Gould and Racbael, Rachael 
and Ti-Paulo, Sarah ,and Paleologti, 
Naseby and Sarah. Paleologue and 
Gussie. It works as follows in the final 
three sections of the book: 
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opening chords of “Family Lives” ex- 
plores Rachael’s tirst adulterous affair 
withtheartistTi-Paulo (by whichsarah 
was conceived). 

c) We cut te Sarah at 19: 

The marriage collapses in three 
months, but its very nature as a failed 
exercise touches inunediately upon the . 
distinction Smith has bcedexploringall 
thmugh the book between false 
mythologies and teal possibilities, be- 
bveen the Fruncescas and the Rachaels. 
To survive. Sarah must come tc under- 
stand exactly what her legacy from 
Rachael and Ti-Paulo consists of. 

’ 

Sarah’s scram began with a stied. 
strangled gasp. It mse llmvly in tone and 
volume. mse lbmugb the air as her face 
rumedupmlhcsky...~scrramhldm 
oddly hypnoric effect on Naseby He 
had always been able 10 get poople. 10 
wound them with wordf but he bad never 
managed such an eWn. 11 gave him some- 
thing beyond mere ratisfacdon. ramelhlng 
much clowrm ecsmcy such purity LY 
*e~mceararLcrumdhirlile.all 
his ati in one perlea ad. 

As Naseby attempts 10 violate her 
huther, Sarah pushes him to his death 

‘down the bank of a dam. Purged of 
shadows, she returns home, showers, 
uuts on clean clothes, and enters the 

have been struggling to acquire and that 
the book as a whole has been measuring 
against the dangemus extremes of its 
vision. “It had something to do with 
balance. Palenlogue the acrobat. He 
could see the good and the bad in all 
things and was neither impressed with 
the one nor disgusted by the other.” 
Paleolonue and Gussie have achieved a 
reistion~hip tw that possesses a hard, 
uncompromising honesty: “Where 
Paleologue was, he was in many cns- 
tuutes: Gus& was alwavs and all wavs 
Gussie. Together, he &the landscape 
in which she walked and all the people 
she met there. They had man&&by 
knowing the way thmugh.” Gone are 
the Nasebys and the Grikes, those 
fictions cd the way things ate, those 
creatures of the conditional mood. And 
whereas the. book had begun with an 
image of the insubstantial loves of 
Francesca, it ends with an image of 
Gussie in heat, enjoying her coital mo- 
ment beneath the dining car table: 

d) It is for Naseby, of ail people, to 
resolve the dilemma. Appropriately 
wearing a jacket ‘given to him by the 
unreal Dimitri, NaSeby gratuitously 
violates Sarah’s most cherished illus- 
tions concerning Pale&gue and her- 
self and Ti-Paul0 and her mother: 

kitchen to embrace her mother. Gurrie glanced nbwt m sz.e if anyone was 

e) “Walk” is presented as an idyllic paying them any auentbm. then shifted 

coda: a summing up in which 
ronVprd in her chair. 

Paleologue and Gussie are discovered 
Wigher: she purred. ‘Yes. higher.’ 

walking west across fields covered with A reviewer can do no nnne than sug- 
snov!. Paleologue has found in himself gest the kiis of circling and reverbor- 
that balance that others. like Sarah, ating riches of Lord Nelson Tavern. 

MODEkN POEMS 
fromthe MARITIMES~ 
Edited by Robert Cockburn 

and 
Robert Gibbs 

At good bookstores 

and and Stowart 
adian Publishers 

A Third Edition, completely revised atid updated, 
of a Canadian bestseller. The novice or veteran 
writer’s complete guide to markets, freelancing, 
broadcasting, journalism, creative writing courses, 
publishing houses, and much, much more. 

$4.95 
At good 
bookstores 
everywhere 



One can, I suppose, criticize it for what 
ir isn’t; bur why bother? Ray Smith is a 
wher absolutely withour conceit, one 
of Ihe very few I know who doesn’t 
confuse self-consciousness with self- 
knowledge. And ir shows nol only in 
what he creates, but in what he rejects. 
Enough to say then that he’s an as- 
sembler of worlds miraculously com- 
plete in their private, insular shapes; 
that he’s an explorer of shadows and 
substances, of hard rqalitles and fab- 
ulous conducts. 0 

By ALDEN NOWLAN 

THE INDEFATIGABLE Fred Cogs- 
well of Fredericton will suspend his 
one-man publishing operafion rhis 
summer after issuing I5 more rides. 
That will bring to 185 the number of 
poetry collections, ranging in size from 
Idpage pamphlets lo full-length books 

eellent: tharbe has brought 0°F under 
hisFiidlehead Books imprint. 

Cogswell prims some of his publiia- 
tions on a press that he brought ‘home 
from Montreal on the roof of liis car and 
instsllcd in his basement. His wife, Pat. 
helps him fold, collate and staple the 
pages. The bulk of his work he farms 
out to prlnhrs in Canada and England. 

The suspension is unlikely to outlast 
his upcoming sabbatical year from the 
University of New Brunswick, whem 
he teaches English. 

For a generation Cogswell has been 
fhe self-effacing and often self- 
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depreciating mentor, patron and con- 
fessor of writers throughout Canada 
and in the United States. And he is a 
better poet than many of those he has 
published. His selected poems, Like 
Bird of fife, edited by Peter Thomas, 
another Fredericlon teacher and writer, 
will soon be in print. A collectionof his 
translations fmm the French. 17 
Quebec Poets. will bc released shortly 
by Harvest House. And in collabora- 
tion with Gerald Ferris be is working on 
an English anthology of Quebec shon 
stories to be published by Macmillan. 

Desmond Pacey’s short stories de- 
serve more attention than they’ve re- 
ceived, having been over-shadowed 
somewhat by his work as a teacher. 
scholar and editor; they will appear 
soon in a selected edition, Waken 
Lords and Ladies Gay, under rhe Uni- 
versity of Ottawa Press imprint. His 
edition of the letters ofFrederick Philip 
Grove will be published in the fall by 
rhe University of Toronto Press, and he 
is working on an edition of the lettersof 
Sir Charles G.D. Roberrs. 

AmOng the novels to be published 
fhis fall is The Coming of Win&r 
(Obemn) by David Adams Richards, a 
native of Newcastle, N.B.. and until 

FOOL’S GOLD: The First $1 ,OOO,OOO 
Simon Marartille . $6.95 
“The novel itself is only routine but the mystery is excep- 
Sonal.” -Robert Fulford, Tomnto Star. 
“It’s bxactly the morallly tale that we, the smug majority 
of losers, never tire of hearing.” Yal Clery. Globe & 
Mail. 

WILDERNESS SURVIVAL Bern& Berglund 
Acompletelyillusttated handbookandguideforwrvival 
in the wilds. Evetytblng you need to know from how to 
construct shelters, make fires and sbnale. to dressing 
and cooklng game. 

_ 

88.95; $2.95 

WILDERNESS COOKING 
Berndt Berglund and C/are Bolsby 
A unique illustrated cookbook and guide for outdoor 
enthusiasta. 

A collection of famous recipes and Ideas from Canada’s 
best known and most comwtent author@ on Canadian 
foods. 

THE CAMPER’S HANDBOOK 
by John Power, outdoors columnist for the Toronto star. 
A complete guide to wilderness and family camping In 
North America. 

$3.95 
GOLF MADE EASY: Hpw to Achieve a 
Consistently Effeclive Golf Swing 
James Haber 
A new system of play detailing the mental components 
necessaryforacontmlledewing. InstmctlvelUuettations 
throughoiL 

INTERNATIONAL TENNIS GUIDE: A Guide to 
Tennis Resorls Around the World 
Nicholas Van Daalen $3.95 

PAGURIAN PRESS BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE FROM GOOD BOOKSTORES EVERWUHERE 
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mcentiy an undergraduate at St. 
Thomas University. He is possibly the 
most exciting young writer to surface in 
Atlantic Canada since Cape Brcton’s 
Ray Smith, Sackville’s John Thomp 
son and Halifax’s Bill Howell. 
Richards has workqd his way from fer- 
vent and occasionally febrile imitations 
of Dylan Thomas to solid, perceptive 
and moving fiction set among the work- 
ing-class inhabitants of New Bruns- 
wick’s Miramichi country. 

Kent Thompson, whose infectious 
enthusiasm does for the Fredericton 
literary’community what the grinning 
confidence of a colonel of irregulars 
does for the troops, has resumed tbe 
editorship of The Fiddlehad, whiih 
incidentally has no connection with 
Fiidlehead Books. (The tiddlehead, an 
ostrich fern at its early, edible stage, is 
a popular symbol in New Brunswick. 
There is a Frddlehead Tavern. for in- 
stance, which has no direct connection 
with either the magazine or the books.) 
Thompson’s second novel. Across 
From the Floral Park, will be pub- 
lished in New York. Also publishing a 
second novel is Anthony Brennan, of 
St. Thomas University, whose The 
Cmzy House (McClelland and Stewart) 
will appear in January, 1975. 

The Fourth Esrote, .a Halifax 
weekly, published an interesting if not 
very exciting supplement devoted to 
fiction and verse by writersin the Atlan- 
tic provinces; it was edited by Don 
Cameron. The Atlantic Advocate, 
which for a while was the only Cana- 
dian commercial magazine that pub 
lished both stories and poems, could 
resume that policy under its new 
editor-in-chief. James D. Morrison. 
Morrison is also managing editor of the 
Fredericton Dutiy Gleaner and has 
been responsible for a notable im- 
provement in the number and quality of 
the book reviews in that newspaper. 

For the first time in at least a genera- 
tion. Saint John has some book stores 
that rue worihy of the name. 

Them was an abortive attempt to 
form a New Brunswick branch of the 
Canadian Authors Association. What- 
ever the weaknesses of the national or- 
ganization, it seemed, on the strength 
of some preliminary meetings, that the 
local branch might be useful in bringing 
together “literary” and “commercial” 
writers for joint action in areas of com- 
mon interest. Presiding over the Fro 
dericmn organizational meeting was 
Dan Ross who. as the author of 
22O-odd Gothic, Western, mystery and 
nurse books has probably pounded out 
more words than all the other writers in 
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Canada combined. He works 10% 
hoursaday inthebasementofhishose 
in Rothesay. N.B., with hi portable 
typewriter pen&d on his lap. 

As for me. I have a new book of 
pcems, I’m A Slmngcr Here MyJclf 
(Clarke Irwin) coming out in the fall; 
I’ve just finished The Outer Island, a 
hismry of Campobello. that will also bc 
published by Clarke Irwin; and Pm cur- 
rently working, in collaboration with 

’ Walter Learning, artistic director of 
Theaire New Brunswick, on a stage 
adaptation of Fmnksnstein, that will 
open at The Playhouse in Fredericton 
in mid-July. 0 

ONE WAY 
TO SPLIT 

The River Gela Wider, by RL. 
Gordon, Fitchenvy 8r White&de, 234 
pages, $8 cloth. 

By MORRIS WOLFR 

LIKE EDMUND WILSON, I under- 
stand that m enjoy murder mysteries 
(and other thrillers) one ought to be 
“able m suspend the demands of . . . 
literary taste and take the thing as an 
intellectual probiem.” Untattunately. 
like Wilson, Pm rarely able mdo that. I 
find most such books a bore. R.L. 
Gordon’s first novel, The River Gets 
Wider, I’m afraid, is noexception. 

The wife of the Chief Justice of the 
Canadian Supreme Court dies of an 
overdose of sleeping pills. Her hus- 
band, John Andrews, is charged with 
murder. Following his acquittal, An- 
drews commits suicide. “The maderof 
this book,” we’re told, “is in the 
judge’s chair.” It’s up to us to decide 
whether Andrews is guilty or inno- 
cent, whether he is a good man or a 
bad one. One of Andrews’ attorneys 
trots out the smry for us-all its details 
neatly balanced, suitably elliptical, 
and, like most such puzzles, not worth 
solving, 

John Andrews’ boyhood acquain- 
tances found him distant. His hockey 
coach admired him: “Any penalties he 
got were from trying mo hard. He never 
got any mean penalties.” The head- 
master at the private school he attended 
thought him a fake. He won a Rhodes 
scholarship, but rejected it. When he 
marries Beatrice, we’re not sure 

,_ . _ ..-. 

whethet he does so for love or money. 
His subordinates in the Navy dcscribcd 
him as “acold bloody bastard.” (Hem, 
as eisewhm. there am paraileis be- 
tween Andrews and the Kennedys.) 
He’s a DDay hero who’asks his CO, 
“Do you think I’ll gerh decoration for 
today’s work?” After the war he be 
comes a brilliant lawyer and political 
organ&r for the Liberais. At age 34 
he’s elected m Padiint. In his Srst 
term, as a msuit of a scandal he may 
have stirred up, he replaces the Minis- 
ter of Justice. He does a brilliant job. 
When he loses his seat in the next eiec- 
tion, the new Conservative government 
appoints him to the Supreme Court. 
People mutter that he’s ‘*too lucky.” 
There’s talk of his. becoming Secre- 
tary-General of the UN. His wife starts - 
hitting the bottle. Her bastard son, the 
result of an affair while Andmws was at 
war, arrives on the scene. Andrews 
takes a ndstress. Mm. Andrewa dii 
under mange circumstances. John An- 
drews teils the court a story rernbsiscent 
in its implausibility ofTeddy Kennedy 
afterchappaquidick. (But myfavourite 
implausibility #in The River Gers 
Wider, however, occurs at John An- 
drews’ wedding. His parents are 
uncomfortable and want m leave early. 
Their excuse? His father, who’s a uni- 
versity pmfessor. remembers that he’s 
missing a faculty meeting.) 

The novel frequently lapses inm 
banalities that would be bard to take 
even in soap opera. We’m intmduced 
to Tom CoBis, Mrs. Andrews’ bastard 
son: “He was a pretty sturdy boy, both 
physically and emotionally, but twelve 
years are not a great many, and no mat- 
ter how many years a human being ac- 
cumulates, the experiences of life can 
still at times become almost unbcara: 
ble.” Mrs. Andrews is drunk and 
moans, “Isn’t life hell!” Her house- 

zyt ;;;;;: ;:Ez;“;yz; 

lives what they am.” 
Them are two scenes that I quite 

liked. Both suggested a capacity for 
subtlety on Gordon’s part that I wish 
there had been mom of. In the iirst, 
Androws takes his son m meet the other 
woman in his life. In the second, we’re 
given a sense of what it must be like m 
be someone of remarkable talent m. 
whomalmosteverythingcomes-orat 
least seems to come - easily. “You 
know.” Andrews says m one of his 
lawyers. “ail my life people have been 
jealous of mc - of my success - and 
they’ve tried to explain it away as some 
kind of trick. There will be people 
watching this trial now who won’t be 

.-._.- -.- - 
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loo unhappy if I’m found guilty, and 
them will be a lot of others who will 

, think it’s the old trickery at work again 
If I’m found innocent.” 

The River Gets Wider will. undoub- 
tedly, do well. It’s the kind of book 
usually described as “a good read” or 
as “ent&taining.” What that means for 
me, though, is that 24 hours after I’ve 
finished it, it’s all but faded from my 
head. Further proof that one man’s 
kitsch is another man’s coup. 0 

WHO 
GOES 

THERE? 
Bayonets in the Streets, by John 

Gelloer, Collier-Macmillan, 196 
pages, $3.95 paper. 

By MARK SARNER 

SINCE JOHN GELLNER is a self. 
proc1ai.me.d small-c conservative 
“wanting to conserve what is worth. 

. while,” and believes that the maintaln- 
iog of law and order is most worthwhile 
of all. he is understandably concerned 
about the threat posed by urban gueril- 
las both in Canada and amend the 
world. Out of that concern comes 
Bayonets in the Streets, Gellner’s in- 
terpretation of the FLQ guerilla (the 
primary meaning of “guerllla” de- 
scribes the WBT rather than the fighter) 
in the autumn of 1970 and of similar 
actions in other countries. 

Evaluatiing the FLQ action in the 
context of what Gellner might call an 
international “epidemic” is both a 
worthwhile and a potentially important 
undertaking. Unfortunately, he man- 
ages to disappoint us by committing the 
all-too-common error of coming up 
with an important subject only to do it a 
tremendous disservice by refusing to 
understand it. 

Gellner does manage to establish 
himself as a reasonably good student of 
military strategy. He appears quite 
well-versed in the tactics of such 
groups as the IRA and he does a solid 
job of reporting the events of the 
Quebec fiasco. (As serious as the Oc- 
tober crisis was. Gellner’s description 
sounds like a cops-and-robbers com- 
edy, with bungling galore on both 
sides.) However, this book is not sim- 

ply a discussion of how better to com- 
bat guerlllas; it is also an attempt to 
describe and evaluate the re- 
volutionaties who design and imple- 
meat what Gellner considers to be 
wholly unnecessary and invariably 
ubjustified terrorism. And here it is a 
dismal, even M embarrassing failurn. 

Revolutionaries living outside the 
law am clearly Gelloer’s enemies. As 
such, they am reprehensible. And their 
motives, the potential legitimacy of 
their concerns, have no place in 
Gellner’s thinking. He marshalls what 
intellect is not paralyzed by anger to 
dismiss these radicals as spoiled rich 
kids acting out of boredom, nihilists 
hiding behind “revolutionary twad- 
dle,” and people with psychological 
problems resulting in anti-social be. 
haviour. 

All in all then, the lyp*al armed urban 
rcvolurianary smup is II mixed bag dindi- 
viduals with a @itim! aim. howew 
vague, dmpoms fmm society vmrkii off 
their fmsvation in violence. and hangem 
on of all M. from the hedmdstic 10 the 
plaln criminal. 

Gellner goes to some trouble to sup- 
port such analysis as this with the ven- 
eer of professional scholarship, but the 
veneer is imperfectly made and the lack 
of rigomus thought it conceals is obvi- 
ous throughout the book. Conse- 
quently, Gellner ends up compmmis- 
iog whatever integrity the book might 
otherwise have won for itself. 

It seems highly unlikely that by titl- 
ing his closing chapter “What is to be 
Done?” Gellner wanted to call our at- 
tention to L.enin:s book on revolution- 
ary strategy by the same name. But if 
he is making a joke, then Gellner may 
have an interesting sense of humour. 
Never mind. Though FLQ efforts wem 
unsuccessful in the past, they do tele- 
graph future actions in Canada, either 
in Quebec or elsewhere. What the 0s 
tober crisis proved was that the gov. 
emment is unprepared for such out- 
breaks of terrorism. Over-reaction in 
the form of the War Measures Act, and 
the mistake of using the army to do 
what is, according to Gellner, police 
work. am mistakes not to be made 
agajn. Gellner proposes increased 
undercover police intelligence opera- 
tions and the training of special divi- 
sions capable of launching a counter- 
attack effectively and economically. 
The trick is to eliminate the enemy 
within without alienating the Iaw- 
abiding citizenry. 

Given his clearly stated allegiance to 
the prevailing order, it is not difficult to 
see why Gellner passes liihtly over 
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such mistakes as the suspension of civil 
liberties by the government and the in- 
timidation often practiced by the 
police. Authorities do, after all. makea 
few mist&es in their efforts to preserve 
what is worthwhile. One of the big 
questions left conspicuously unans- 
wered is exactly what hides behind 
such vagueness. 

If Boyoners in the Stresrs succeeds at 
all, it does not do so in the way Gellner 
intended. Instead, it reminds us that the 
events of that October have been swal- 
lowed whole by our past; many of the 
issues remain important and unresol- 
ved. We should look to someone other 
than Gelleer for some answers. 0 

FOOLS 
AND 

SMALL 
BEER 

Designing Freedom: the 1973 
l’.lassey Lectures, by Stafford Beer, 
CBC LearninS Systems, 100 pages, 
$2.50 paper. 

By RKXURD LUBBOCK 

ONB OF THE commonest misbeliefs 
among our intellectual elites is the de- 
lusion that radio and TV are conduits 
down which edifying information may 
be funnelled into the unwashed ears of 
the ignorant masses. The grandest ex- 
ponent of this nonsense was sere Lord 
Reith, who served es the J. Edgar 
Hoover of the British Broadcasting 
Corporation during its stupefyingly 
dreary heyday, an era of unmitigated 
gloom for the British people, the like of 
which Canadian intellectual snobs, 
who have never experienced non- 
commercial radio, lust to impose on the 
Canadian people, so very sure ant: they 
that it will do them good. 

When Lord. Reith departed, the 
BBC, in order to commemorate the 
grievous wounds inlliitcd by him upon 
the British psyche, erected a monument 
in the form of a series of uplifting 
preachments chiselled into tablets of 
radio granite. entitled “The Reith Lec- 
tures.” Once a year this stony ngri- 

meat was dropped from a great height 
upon the British public, who had to 
endure it without redress until commer- 
cial television came to the rescue, 
whereupon they stopped listening to the 
radio altogether. The Reith Lectures 
are still broadcast by the BBC, but they 
no longer do harm, since the British am 
now free to listen to radio with com- 
mercials. (Too late. Britain’s decline 
continues.) 

Aching to ape their cousins in The 
Old Country. the 1960 wizards of the 
CBC set up a series of high-minded 
discourses, similarly inappropriate to 
the medium, called “The Massey Lee- 
NreS.” The 1973 Massey Lectures, 
Designing Freedom by F’rofessor Staf- 
ford Beer, have now been issued in the 
form of a book, which is whem they 
belonged in the first place. 

Stafford Beer is a management con- 
sultant of the greatest brilliance and dis- 
tinction, who has won international m- 
nown for his work. He is clearly a man 
of passionate heart, outraged by the in- 
justices imposed on humanity by “The 
System.” Being a systems man him- 
self, he thinks he knows how to change 
it. A caretiul study of his 1ecNm Shows 
that he does not. 

The 1973 Massey Lectures are virtu- 
ally incomprehensible, even when 
honoured with the most intense 
scrutiny in book form. They must have 
been incomprehensible squared when 
delivered on radio, without diagrams 
(which are added in the book). 

However, his high-flown abstract 
omcositions. and an absence of con- 

purpose. ihich seem; to to publish 
an incitement to overthrow the civilized 
rule of law. and constitutional govem- 
meet. Revolutionary diatribes of ihis 
kidney deserve the sm&cst possible 
audiencd. so it is indeed fortunate that 
Beer’s effusions were aired on the 
CBC. 

To summarize bfiefly (and 1 hope 
justly), Beer contends that the regulat- 
ory mechanisms of our society are in 
imminent danger of engulfment by the 
overwhelming variety of perturbations 
that are springing out from the wood- 
work in ever-increasing numbers. The 
laws and institutions am organized for a 
slower age. and simply cannot cope 
quickly enough with events. As a re- 
sult, wild instabilities occur. The sys- 
tem is ungovernable, and must soon 
spin to pieces. 

The hero and villain of thii drama is 
the computer. The computer can either 
amplify complexity, or Educe it to 
manageable proportions. Right now. 

“MAY I ASK WHO’S 
CALLING?” 
and other Public Relations out- 
rages. The best of David Scott- 
Atkinson’s columns from Mar- 
keting Magazine. $1.95 paper 

SURVIVAL SHIP 
and other stories. Judith Merril 
prssents a definitive analysis of 
the whole S-F genre, a milestone 
in science fiction writing. 

$1.95 paper 

ETRUSCAN ORACLE 
by Msriin Pentecost. Choice or 
chance. an ancient method for 
determining the future. 

. $1.75 Paper 

ANGELICA 
by Helen Lucas. The artist/ 
author prslsnk woman rearch- 
ing for her identity through 
Angelica. a not so angelic angel. 
$360 paper (French and English 
editions). 

WORD WISE 
by Larry Geller. The magical use 
of words from pm-Christian days 
to’the present. 51.95 paper 

HOW TO EAT WELL & 
STAY SINGLE 
-Nigel Napier-Andraws corn- 
binss wine and weapons for easy 
to follow recipes from kitchen 
to candlelit table. The author is 
the producer of This is the Law 
(CSC-TV) and a gourmet cook. 

$1.95 paper 

ORDER FROM: 

KAKABEKA Publishing Co. Ltd.. 
2200 Yonga St., Suits 709, 
Toronto, Ontario M4S 2C6 

ORFROMYOURBOOKSTORE 
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the system is organized on its head, 
enriching variety where it is not 
wanted, and impovetishing thevariety 
of life at the individual level. 

The answer to all this is to give the 
general public access to computer 
power turned the right way round. This 
will increase the common man’s clout 
in government and industry, and the 
yoke ofregulation will bear less heavily 
on his neck. Simultaneously the 
system’s response speed will be en- 
hanced, so that It will settle down 
quickly after shock, rather than flail 
about in increasingly destructive oscil- 
lations. - _ 

None of this is very new. Something 
of the sort has been propounded mom 
eloquently by Buckminster Puller 
many times over the years. What’s 
more, Beer’s remedy for rhe disease. 
seems to resemble ‘Fuller’s “World 
Game.” No one can dispute that some 
such scheme is urgently needed. But 
. . . tmad softly. 

Social engineering has to be senhi- 
tive to the needs and peculiarities of the 
human animal. Beer has fallen into a 
trap that frequimtly confounds the plans 
of Utopian radicals. Emulating that ear- 
lier philosopher-king, Plato, Beer 
hitched his waeonto the starofa tvrant. 

realized, and like Plato, Beer was sent 
packing by an enraged populace. 

Beer’s patmn was Dr. Salvador Al- 
lende. of Chile. How naive can a giRed 
thinker get? While Beer was spinning 
his anti-entropic Utopian dreams, his 
host was preparing for the gmat social 
experiment by importing guns labellcd 
as art objects, and training terrorists in 
the presidendal home. The gospel of 
class hatred became orthodoxy, and to 
slop the milk of Marxist humankind-’ 
neck around a bit, armed goon squads 
pulped tbe heads of those who dared 
quesrion Allende’s beneficence. 

Of course, the guinea-pigs retxlled, 
the tyrant was thrown down and his 
suicide’s corpse became a thrilling new 
love-object for the troupe. of weeping 
martyr-kissers who control the CBC. 

F’mf. Beer, like so many elitists, has 
failed to learn that politics ig the art of 
the possible. And because Allende re- 
fused to accept that truth he was deser- 
vedly awarded the Order of the 
Wooden Pajamas. 

Beer’s revolutionary impatience is 
well-disguised, but it peeks out of 
nooks and crannies in his pmse. There 
is no Fabian gradualness for Beer. He 
asserts that the stability problems must 
be solved I‘... by redesigniag the 
whole system (and it is the only way) 
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. . . ” (Beer’s italics). Elsewhere he 
says: “Science makes bold use of WC- 
periment . . I advocate the bold exper- 
iment.” 

It is a great pity that the many pm- 
found and interesting observations in 
this work .am liawed by association 
with Beer’s predilection for holuk 
bolus s&al “experiments,” and sad 
that a thinker so perceptive does not 
know that freedom cannot be built 
within a vicious prison-house. 

Like politicians, broadcasters too 
shqyld realize that you cannot force 
nomous nostrums down the public 
throat. Commercial broadcasters, who 
work under the benign discipline of the 
cash register, understand this, but it is 
airily ignored by CBGRadio officials, 
secure in their subsidized irresponsibil- 
ity. 

Since the CBC programmers will 
never have to pass any exams at the box 
office, we can confidently expect an 
unending sequence of bleak br&- 
crushers like the 1973 Massey Lec- 
tunx, most of them compobed of law- 
less propaganda masquerading as sci- 
ence. The only comfort I can take fmm 
it all is that no one of significance will 
bother to listen. 0 

CBC scriptwriter Richard Lubback is a 
Canadian citizen of Bridsh descent 
with a penchant for photography and 
biting the kand thatfeeds him. 

CRYING 
FOWL 

To Ride the Wind, by K-I. Albert 
Hochbatun, foreword by Sir Peter 
Scott, Richard Bonnycttstle Books 
(Harlequin), Illustrated, 120 pages, 
$3g Cldl. 

By MOLLY STEWART 

CALLING HIMSELF simply a “wild- 
fowler.” Dr. H. Albert Hochbaum in- 
vites us to step with him into the hushed 
sanctity of the world’s finest reed marsh 
at Delta, Man. Here. where he has 
spent 35 years of extensive research, 
we await together the return of the Can- 
vasback and other marshfowl fmm 
their wintering ‘gmunds in the United 
States. The author’s understanding of 
tbesc birds and his sensitivity toward 
the shifting variables of the marshland 
become increasingly evident as he fol- 
lows the niarshfowl tbmugh their vari- 

ous stages - chaperoning the court- 
ship, viewing the mating, watching 
over the nesting and sharing the wonder 
of hearing a tiny beak tapping open its 
fragile doorway to life. 

Dr. Hochbnum stays with the duck- 
lings during their first summer and fol- 
lows their parents through the annual 
molting period. As the leaves change 
colour and the north winds carry the 
initial hint of winter, tie describes how 
the wildfowl systematically begin their 
departme for the south. 

Hochbaum’s intense concern over 
the rapidly declining wildfowl popula- 
tion will make even the most casual 
reader aware of man’s importance in 
the survival of all marsh wildfowl. He 
writes of poor game laws that go virht- 
ally unenforced because they are rela- 
tively unenforceable. He cites govern- 
ments that suggest, when the Redhead 
duck population becomes threatened, 
that “it is illegal to bag Redhead ducks 
but all other species in the marsh may 
still be shot.” Consequently hunters 
cannot identify the forbidden birds 
under hunting. conditions and even 
long-time native guides make mistakes 
and hurriedly dispose of their illegal 
bag. He tells about an official govem- 
ment film, made and distributed to edu- 
cate hunters, and about a narrator who 
wrongly identified some of the birds 
during his lechlre on the film. 

Hochbaum uses these examples to 
illustrate the need to close the water- 
ways and passes of threatened species 
toall hunters until such time as nature 
remedies I$e situation. He writes not 
only with the wisdom of a scientist and 
ornithologist, but also with the concern 
of a parent over the welfare of an en- 
dangered child. For such is this man’s 
relationship with his beloved marsh- 
fowl. 

A bonus of 30 origidl paintings by 
the author, as well as 40 of his pen and 
ink drawings, interpret the narrative 
and enhance rhe value of this beauti- 
fully bound volume. By using simple 
language and painting malistically. Dr. 
Hochbaum ensures that young and old 
-maleandfemale- will findTo Ride 
the Wind enjoyable to read, invaluable 
for maearch. 0 

Molly Stemwt is a j&-lance writer 
bawd in Higk Bluff, Man. 
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I dm not saying that I beat the Devil - 
But I drank his beer for nothing, 
And then I stole his song. -KrisKri&&on 

By lcAsPm IDZEGUZE 

AT ATIlvE when the exorcism of de- 
vils and mean spirits is sweeping the 
offices of the mighty and the popcorn 
littered, back-row mating grounds of 
theatres with all the energy and excite- 
ment of public hangings, one of the 
ugliest demons tbat had almost casually 
been suppressed in the Canadian con- 
sciousness has come tumbling out in 
the form of a best-seller, Ten Lost 
YeCrrS. 

At B time when the store of dii 
words and unspeakable topics seems 
therefore nearing bankruptcy, with 
only death, babies and poverty still sail- 
ing under the four-letter flag, the nature 
of thii particular demon seems expe- 
cially surprising. Still, veteran Van- 
couver reporter Barry Broadfoot, in 
chmnlcling the personal experiences of 
those who lived. who survived through 
the years 1929 to 1939, has discover&l 
that for most older Canadians the dir- 
tiest word will always,be the Depres- 
sion. 

But already, Broadfoot’s technique 
- “I never called it oral history, that 
catch-all term. I guess social history’s 
asgoodanameasIIngiveit”-is 
pointing to the. creation of a store of raw 
materials from which the artists @at we 
have and am developing can mould 
their scripts and the country’s i&as of 
itself without nervously looking over 
their shoulder. In time, the Canadian 
experience may mean more than the 
American one. diluted with three parts 
water, crested with a beaver, rampant, 
and a Metls, drunken. Jack Winter has 
already made a successful adaptation of 
Ten Lmr Years for the Toronto Work- 
shop F’mductions stage, which has been 
iiuther adapted for television and will 
be alred in the fall or early winter by the 
CBC. - 

By his book, Broadfoot has lifted the 
skins that long draped the Depression 
- a time when the Flesh was a little 
lean, we have been told, but entirely 
wholesome - and revealed the open 
sores that have never been aired, much 
less healed, and therefore have scamd 
the Canadian psyche all the more. 
“Nobody has really recognized that 
Canada went through a debilitating, 
traumatic experience.” he says with 
proseletyzlng zeal. “The academics 
don’t; the PhD’s don’t. Saskatchewan 
was the hardest hit of any place in the 

Bmadfoot’s chronicle is by tllms 
agonized. tender, brutal, .loutlsh or 
funny -anything but dull. Hardly less 
exciting we-m the eight months of 1972 
in whlchBmadfootlitecally raceddeath 
across ‘Canada in a Volkswagen - a 
vehicle that pmvedi unequal to the 
metaphorical strain, and had to be re- 
placed with a Datsun. Death, arterie 
sclerosis, alcoholism, despair, terminal 
poveay and just plain failing memory is . 
felling the last Survivors, and Bma& 
foot had to hustle to snatch from obvliv- 
ion the oral testimony - mom than 
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world. bat we. hear about the Oklahoma 
Dust Bowl instead. Hell, that was no- 
tbine - onlv seven oer cent of the state 

But they S&beck and the Gropes 
o/ Wrclrh, while we hadn’t poets, wrlt- 
eta or tilm-makers.” 

.__ _.. . _. .- 
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250.000 words forjust the first book - 
of who Depression Canadians were. 
and what the decade did to make Cana- 
dians what they are now. Canadians are 
the most money-saving people in the 
world; the Depression did that. Cana- 
dian businessmen are among the most 
obtuse and reluctant to invest in new 
enterprise: Did the Depression make 
them cede the country to foreign inves- 
tors? 

Broadfoot gazes deep into his beet 
glass for a cue to explain the genesis of ; 
his book. “The Depression has always 
fascinated me, if only for the vety valid 
reason that nothing’s been written 
about it. There’s next to nothingin the 
history books. a line, two paragraphs, 
half a page. At most, three or four. And 
always from the academic’s point of 
view, the politician’s, or the 
eCOM”liSt’S. Everyone’s done that. 
But it’s never been wrinen from the 
survivor’s point of view. 

“Nobody ever went around and 
asked the guy in the street, the cafe, the 
Legion hall, the train. plane, ferry boat 
- nobody ever went up and said, 
‘What did you do in the Depmssion? 
Thii is what I did. I would find these 

people everywhere, the people from the 
other side of the generation gap. See, 
the generation gap has nothing to do 
with long hair, drugs or Alpha Romeos 
- the only gap is between those who 
survived the Depression and those who 
weren’t there to see it. 

“On radio hot-line shows, the mo- 
ment I mentioned the Depression, the 
board would just go ‘Boom!’ I would 
get their names, phone numbers; I got 
some of these stories right off the air. 
I;d visit .local historical societies and 
ask, ‘Who’s been around this arca since 
Christ lett Medicine Hat?’ Or, I’d talk 
with the person sitting next to me, on 
train, plane, ferry-boat. 

“I carry a Legion card, I go to the 
Legion. It’s closer than you think, this 
matter of floating across the country on 
a tidy of beer, therewere many hung- 
over mm&s. I’d pick up hitch-hikers 
top, especially Indians. One guy I 
picked up was just released from a 
@son farm. He’d spent his money on 
booze and was forced lo hitch-hike, 
half-cm; so I d&e him along the mad, 
50 miles or so.” 

Broadfoot pauses and takes another 
sip. A trim fellow this, looking as if 

he’d stepped froin the bmtd room id his 
sleek grey suit whose fine cut almost 
hides a belly with the sliihfest hint of 
pot. Bmadfoot hardly looks like a man 
to shake Canadian history until the 
myths, the blackguards and the heroes 
come tumbling from the long corn, the 
tundra, the Northern woods. But 
Bmadfoot has the uodeniable, im- 
mediate intimacy of one who truly likes 
people. Hisspcechhas theeasyrhytbms 
of a natural story-teller. the phrases 
long but simple, the syntax clear in the 
close embrace of subject and its verb. 
the only puncruation commas and fond, 
lower-case expletives worn smooth by 
use in newsmoms across the West. 

“Now they tell me I’ve cleated a 
fashion, a .new style - an art form. 
Let’s call itan art form. That’s a rather 
sophisticated way of saying that I use 
my goddam common sense. But it’s not 
oral history: that would mean chronol.- 
ogy, talking to maybe 18 members of 
the Eaton family, from the guy who 
opened the store on the corner, to the 
ones running it in 1974. 

“What I’m doing is freaing the 
moment, putting people in their proper 
place in history, which they never had 

’ . Handsome83 10”vo1ume 

illustrations . 
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before. Up until now, the survivors 
have felt it as a sense of shame. In 
1970s’ affluence, poverty isn’t 
fashionable. So. they’re glad to tell 
these stories. I came along with the 
rxeptacle and they dmpped them in. 

“They are proud of having gone 
through the Depression. Jf you’re~in 
battle andsurvive, youget medals. The 
medals these people have is that they 
survived. 

“I’m the only guy who’s gone to the 
Survivor to ask, ‘Did you starve? Did 
you con people? Did you sell your soul 
to the Devil - the Faust bit?’ It’s an 
incredible sensation, that I could ask 
anybody and they’d tell me, regardless 
of whether I had the tape recorder out, 
or was just sitting in a bar, talking to a 
guy and filing it away in my head. As 
soon as he’d finished, I’d run to tbe can 
andscribbIeitdownasfastasIcould.” 

Some people ascribe the origins of 
Broadfoot’s work to the volume by 
SNds Terkel, Hard Times. But in exor- 
cising the Depression em for futumd 
generations, Broadfoot has ridded him- 
self of a personal obsession of long 
stending, far longer than his memory of 
Terkel’s book. “I think I got my first 

notion for the book in 1948, t3om a 
collection of New. Yor&r sbrt stories 
called McSorlcy’s Wonderful Saloon. 
There was included an essay by Jay 
Gould, who did nothing but ride the 
subways recording people’s conversa- 
tions. Gould almost literally lived on 
the subways. He even got William 
Saroyan and others interested in the 
project - it certainly fascinayd me. 

“So. SNds’ book was a poor second 
for me. I admire Terkel. but I don’t 
thinkHard Times carried out the htent 
I felt the book should carry out. First of 
all, he confined himself to Chicago. 
Secondly, 90 per cent of his mater- 
ial was from government people, look- 
ingback on the way the~Administration 
- the Roosevelt New Deal and all 

pnssioi. As far as I’m c&ce~ed, any 
government official or politiciin who 
looks back is bound to be self&.rving; 
it’s the naNre of the beast.” 

There’s little personal motivation for 
Bmadfoqt’s interest in the era: it’s not a 
grudge match for him. “I can’t say I 
was scaned by the Depression. I’d like 
tosay Iwasscmed, but Ican’t. My dad 
made $1 IO a month as an accountant, 

.-- . . ‘_ 

and we paid $40 or $50 on the mmt- 
&ge. so welived on about $50 or $60 a 
month. Hell, 99 per cent of the intex- 
views am pith people who were mak- 
ing less than $2,000 a year, and proba- 
bly the majority were making less than 
$500 a year. 

“In relation to the people in the 
book, we were well off. I had shoes to 
go to school with; I had clothes. We ate 
spaghetti, and ltot dogs, chicken, ham- 
burger. Hamburger used to be seven 
cents a pound. Lots of fish in the 
creeks. It was a orettv eood life for a 

. - - boy.” 
But the obsession remained, through 

28 years in newsoaoers. Durina tbe last 
feU; years in p&dar, he ?eit that 
newspapers wm no longer for him. “I 
had tbe best newspaper job in Western 
Canada, as a roving wrmspondent for 
the Vancouver Sun. I could go any- 
where I wanted, write what1 wanted. It 
happened so suddenly, when I decided 
to quit - at exactly 9:15. the morning 
of Feb. 28. 1972. 1 was in the City 
Room looking around at the people I 
was working with, when it shuck me: 
‘Who are these people?’ This is where I 



MAKING COSTUME DOLLS 
Jean Gmenhowe 
An attractive way for children to 
extend their knowledge through 
crafts. Complete instrucdonr for 
making twenty-tight model figurer 
from wryday household materials. 
$7.25 jSaftwdj 

INTRODUCING ASSTRACT 
PAINTING 
Rob/n Camm 
A fascinating introductory book 
dercribing over seventy techniques 
for making abstract composftionr 
fmm readily available materials. 
58.00 ISafordj 

PANTS 
Anna Romenfuk and Elk,, Knkht 

You are the model--and perfect fit Is 
the result1 Pants is tbe first book in g 
series designed to enable the reader 
to do her own measuring, pattern 
drafting, fabric rslecting. cutting and 
sewing. 
$2.98 jCopp Clark1 

INTRODUCING RELIEF 
PRINTING 
John oconnor 
Regardlest of the technical level. the 
ueative possibilities of relief printing 
are insxhaustlble. The author ax- 
plains ths many ways in which relief 
prints can be made and descrih 
the techniques, tools and materials 
needed for each onh. 
5S.00 fBatsford1 

ONE PIECE OFCARD 
G.=%?sA\rpen 
An exciting new craft that can be 
enjoyed by young and old alike. An 
amazing range of freestanding. 
colmwful models CM be made by 
following the simple. well illustrated 
Instructions in this book. 
55.75 I&ltsfordj 

PAINTING 
Midlae~Pop&! 
A well-illustrated first book far any 
one making a start in this dsceptiwly 
eaw medium. Complete innructionr. 
are given as they relate to techniques 
and materials. 
$8.00 lBatsf.rdl 

INTRODUCING FINGER 
F$;NJkN=G 

Finger painting could hardly be 
earler--anyons can achieve good ra- 
suits the very first time. Numamus 
photographs illustrate methods of us- 
ing finger p&m, taking monoprints. 
and possible group and pro,ect work. 
$5.60 ja%sfordl 

MAKING PAPER COSTUMES 
Janet Boyes 
Apart from the educational value of 
making costltum~s for dra& pmduc- 
tionr. the different ways of manipu- 
lating various kindr.of papsr will give 
pletiture to children of all agsr. 
57.50 IRasfordl 

BEADWORK FROM 
NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN 
DESfGNR 
Marjorie Mumhy 
Craftiwork with a dlffsrencel Simple. 
well-illustrated instructIons explain 
how to make necklaces, bmcelsts. 
and chokers by adapting mditional 
lndlan deslgnr. 
97.75 fSasf&udl 

SIMPLE CANVAS WORK 
Joan Nkholron 

Twentwfour plates in full mlwr. 
Plus photographs. sketches and dla- 
grarm show delightful item of canvas 
work that can be easily made. 
54.95 15atsfordj 

SIMPLE PATCHWORK 
Alln, Tfmn+r 
Patchwork hat newr Iwt its fascina- 
tion and is now more popular than 
ever. Here. illustrated in fulfmlour 
and black-end-white. are ideas for 
making. simply and inexpensiwly. a 
wide mngs of n’deles for home and 
peroD”al “se. 
54.95 IBasfordl 

INTRODUCINF QUILTING 
Eirian Short 
Ouilting is rapidly growing in popu- 
larity 2s a craft. lnnoducing fluift!ng 
includes mrwlrte imtructicm and 
diagrams to enable the reader to 
produm satisfying quilts v&h a mini- 
mum of difficulty. 
$S.ZS LSatsfwdj 

THE TECl+NlOUE OF 
MACRAME 
Bonny Schmfd~5urfesan 
One Of the most comprehensive 
baokr on macram avaIlable. Well 
illustratwJ with photographs of sams 
of tba bett maw& vmrk being done 
today. 
51126 IBalsfordl 

INTRODUCING DRAWIMG 
TECHNIWES 
Robin Cswn 
A wmpnhenrivr guide that enabler 
anyone to “,&or the basic tech- 
niques Of drawing. lntmduckg Dnw 
kg Tcdiniques provides ideas which 
will stimulate the beginner and 
prove helpful m the experlenad 
pmfessional. 
$7.25 15atsfordj 

Write for our free Arts and Crafts catalcgue describing over 300 select titles. 
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RMSIONIST 
REVIVED 

Sbattge Empire: Louis Riel and 
theM6tisFeople, by Josephl$oward, 
$maPF; and Samuel, 601 pagea, 

. . 

By MKIiARL S. CROSS 

“THE GOD damned son of a bitch is 
gone at last.” So said a bystander at the 
execution of Louis Riel in 1885. His 
bitter judgment would be an accurate 
reflection of English-Canadian opinion 
on the M6tis leader. In the last quarter 
cenNry that opinion has shifted dmmat- 
ically; the traitor-patriot dichotomy has 
been resolved decisively in favour of 
the latter interpretation. One of those 
who had agood deal to do with this shift 
was Joseph Kinsey Howrd. 

Howard was a Montana journalist 
who had been fascinated with Riel and’ 
the Northwest Rebellion since child- 
hood, when he had spent eight years 
living in Alberta. He died at the age of 
45 in 1951, but he left behind a rich 
bequest in his book Srmnge Empire, 
published the following year. A book 
written by a little-known American wri- 
ter, published in the United States, it 
attracted little attention in Canada. Its 
influence was felt on professional his- 
torians, however, and helped move 
their interpretation of Riel and the 
M6tis. Now all Canadians can become 
familiar with this excitingly good book 
in its new edition. 

Howard was not the first to write 
favourably of Riel and his cause. 
French Canadian historians had always 
been sympathetic. And in 1936, 
George Stanley had published a com- 
prehensive history of the resistance of 
1869 and the rebellion of 1885, The 
Birth of &stern Canada. Stanley, did 
not deal in depth wjth Riel the man 
(although he would do so in 1963 in his 
biography of Riel), but he did show 
strong sympathy for the M6tis and the 
injustices they suffered at Canadiin 
hands. It was true, nevertheless, that 
the preponderance of English- 
Canadian literature was hostile to Riel. 
Rev. George Bryce, in his Remarkable 
History of the Hudson’s Bay Company 
(1900). fairly well summed uptbeopin- 
ion. Riel, he said, “was a young man of 
fair ability. but proud, vain, and asser- 
tive, and had the ambition to be a 
Caesar or Napoleon.” Canada, 
fulfilling its manifest destiny to engross 

_. .- _.-. :-i_ -__._. .- 

the Prairies, could not have oppressed 
the M&is. Therefore the M&is could 

tin Robin points out in a useful intm- 
duction to the new edition, Howard 

have had no legitimate grievances, and 
must have been led into rebellion by an 

went beyond the concept of a clash be- 
i 

tween civilized and primitive. For 
ambitious demagogue. This was the 
thrust of the imditional view, a view 

Howard saw little meaning in those 
’ t-s. He admired the M&is societv. 

that still has echoes in the work of 
some historians such as Donald Creigh- 
ton. 

and described in detail how it interwo~ 
elements of both the civilized and the 
primitive, white and Indian. The 

SNnley and Howard altered that per- 
ception; or rather they expressed in 
their history the new sensitivity that had 
prepared Canadians to look differently 
at Rii and his people. It was Stanley 
who would hold the most inEuence. He 
viewed the risings of 1869 and 1885 as 
case studies in the frontier thesis. The 
basic conKit at Red River and on the 

writers had contended, a westward ex- 
tension of the old ethnic and reliiious 
conflicts of Ontario and Quebec. It was 
the clash of the civilized society of the 
eastern metropolis with the primitive 
society of the frontier. Later historians 
have substantially accepted this view, 
although W.L. Morton, in Alexander 
Eegg’s Red River Journal (1956), of- 
fered a substantial revision. The 
Northwest Rebellion probably fitted 
this generalization. Morton contended, 
but the M6tis at Red Riverhad a settled, 
orderly society that could not be de- 
scribed as primitive. So Morton de- 
veloped an interpretation that com- 
bined earlier ones, seeing the M6tis as a 
people shaped by the fmntierinttia new 

: 

kindofsofiety, unlikeeitherEnglishor 
French Canadians. Their struggle in 
.I869 wastoprotect that unique society, 
to urotect what Riel called the “New 
Naition:’ 

Howa+ had accepted the general 
outlines of the Stanley thesis. But his 
interoret~tion was in fact both more 
dra&ic and mom interesting. As Mar- 

ionflict surely was, as Morton saw, a 
defensive one. as the Metis struaaled to 
avoid the desbuction of their &tyle. 
Yet it was more. In Howard’s mcon- 
skuction. it was also an economic war. 
as Robin’s writes, “the clash of de- 
stinies between natural communities 
based upon the fur tie and the new 
capitalism of railways, technology and 
hiih fiannce.” 

More, for Howard it was a dramatic 
morality play. The issue was never in 
doubt, the admirable society of the 
M6tis and that of their Indian cousins 
we-m doomed. These good people wem 
inevitablv around down by the 
machines bf &other society, a society 
rich and stmng but lacking the eternal 
values of the societies it destroyed. The 
moral of Howard’s tale is cluu; we 
must look seriously at the values, or 
lack of values, of our society of domi- 
nance, we must learn what the M&is 
and Indians could have tanght us, if 
only we had listened histead of destroy 
ing. 

Howard saw it as a tragedy that the 
MLtis were defeated in 195P187r 0. If 
they had triumphed, a better West 
might well have resulted: 

The M6tir s~tllc might have keen a nucleus 
and unifying force which would have 
united such native defenders of Ihe West as 
the Cree and the Blackfeet. Such a nadve 
alliance would at least have postponed for 
manyyeawhesul~noflhewulcm 
IndIms, and il might have enabled some of 
them 10 establish semiprimitive but indb 
pendant tribal rociairr capable d main- 
llining~hnerwayoflifeanddeveloping in 
rbeuerdim-tionthan inlherclualoutcome 
they were pcmdttcd. 

To speak of intetpretations and mor- 
ality is to make Howard sound 
academic dull. Nothing could be 
further.from the experience of reading 
this book. Howard was a natural story- 
teller, and he had a sweeping, exciting 
story to tell. The characters were 
flamboyant, dften bizatve: the cunning 
John A. Macdonald; bumbling General 
Middleton, commander of the Cana- 
dian forces in 1885; the scheming, leg- 
less American lawyer, Enos Stutsman; 
and Riel himself. brilliant and bmod- 
ing. filled with religious evangelism 
and love of his people, driven gradually 
into magnificent madness. Howard 
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drew them all in clear, fascinating por- 
traits. Indeed, the very brilliance of 
characterization is one of the weaknes- 
ses in inrerpmmtion in the book. How- 
ard at times grew so intrigued with his 
own characters that he reduced caosa- 
don to simplistic personalhy conflicts. 
Riel’s decision to execute the unruly 
Canadian, Thomas Scott, in 1870, a 
decision of enormous future impor- 
tance, was explained by S~ott’s refusal 
10 accept prison distipline, his .persis- 
tent insults lo the Metis and to Riel. 
Undoubtedly Riel was irritated by the 
bum&us Canadian, but the execution 
was a ractical decision, taken lo prove.. 
to the Canadian government thar the 
MCtis meant business. Yet Howard can 
be forgiven over-zealousness in his 
drawing of characlcrs, for be did it so 
exceedingly well. 

He was equally good in portmying 
socieries, ‘a~ any rate traditional 
societies - his picture of easlem 
Canadian society was overdrawn, far 
tad black in contrast to the M&is. 
Among the very best parts of the book 
are Howard’s reconskuctions of native 
life. In the process, he threw out a 
number of interpretntive hints that his- 

torians could follow up with good IE.- 
sults. The importance of Indian relig- 
ions in making the western tribes resist 
the government’s reservadons policy, 
for instance. was made clear by How- 
ard, but the idea has received disap 
poindngly little attention from subs.+- 
quent historians. Howard had a rare 
sensitivity for Ihe essence of Indian 
life, and an equally rare gift for caprur- 
ing the IIagedy of its desuaction. His 
description of the coming of smallpox: 

The missionary vmxe friends that the 
Indian medicine men were ftius: lhcy 
predicted that wr, disease and famine 
ww!dbevisitiupontberegionbyManito 
in retaliation for the vandalism. porm. 
nately. his lena wncluded. wane of the 
pmmired evils bad materklircd. 

James Lewis and Samuel has per- 
formed a significant service in making 
this book available to the Canadian 
public (although one cannot be as en- 
lhusiastic about the physical pmduc- 
don; pages began to fall out of my copy 
before I had finished.nading it). That 
public surely must exist for a book so 
well and wittily written, a book that 
gives the best pichlre available of a 
crucial period in our history, a book 
that speaks to central truths in our na- 
tional existence. Read ir. 0 

Michael S. Cross is the managing 
editor The Canadian Forum. 
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SEEKER 
ON THE 

MOUNTAIN 
Headwaters, by Sid Marty, 

McCleUand & Stewart, 110 paw, 
$4.95 cloth. 

By CLYDE WOSEIN 

THIS COLLBCIION is a diary of part 
of the recent life of Sid Marty, 
30-year-old Banff National Park 
ranger. Stationed at Lake Minniwaka. 
witness to the glory of the Rockies, he 
declares his heliefin the saga of life. He 
has a natural rhythm with nature and a 
deep relationship with wild animals. 
The interplay between those two pro. 
date a sometimes haunting melody, as 
in “The Death of Mustahyah.” ‘Ibe 
bear who left his claw marks white on 
the bleeding spruce by the windswept 
water, whose scent was a presence on 
the wind. is dead, writes Marty: 

Materialism, techaology, and their 
sideeffects, the vice and conundmms 
that have infected the human soul with 
the ugliness of the city, stand con- 
trasted against the absolute purity of the 
priceless and unbartered, like the 
mountin in “Saskatchewan Cross- 
ing”: 

Diary? Yes, &spite his strivings, 
Marty falls short of the vastness and 
meaning of cmation. It is not that 
another man could have done the matter 
greater justice. Good Gcd, poets who 
went before said all this and mom, and 
they went out. Pushkin, Wordsworth, 
Keats and Whitman tried and died, 
leaving great ironies and anger. But the 

grandeur of things seems to stay alive 
only in visions whose high potential for 
justice stands equal to the planet and the 
surrounding. 

Leaving the cities of the broken mind 
to gaze one-tratik on open spaces and 
the mcuing of animals and mountain 
climbers is not necessarily qualification 
for such an enormous enterprise. 

. 

Yet Marty’s poetry has its merit, and 
its place. It belongs to that part of 
human striving tbat longs for the return 
of meaning, to human dignity and sin- 
cerity. Marty sometimes articulates this 
longing fin&y, as in “Coyote Again: 
when he states the survival of the 
hunted is for a dignity much greater 
than thehate we ascribe to them, trans- 
ferring our ugliness to “inferiors.” 

The poem sings of freedom and con- 
tempt. It is an example of how the 
city-dweller, blessed with an aware- 
ness, protests the tyranny of living in 
the underground of all our disappoint- 
ments. 

But sickness is not going to change 
just because we love the physical earth.. 
True, many like the poet are deciding to 
leave the world because “Dogs and 
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men have the world/ and they worry it 
to death! running, grinning.” 

Hitting the trail is simply not the 
right track, and many movements 
based on the belief have failed. Pencil 
in hand in the Albertan Heights Sid 
Marty’s mind might cany the unex- 
petted truth all natural chuxhgoers 
have known through time. 

Poems, like hymns, are not bii 
enough a medium to contain the vast- 
ness and awfulness of what surrounds 
us. 0 

_ __ _ 

ORIGINAL 
SURVIVOR 

I Once Knew an Indian Woman, 
by Ebbltl Cutler, Tundra Books, iI- 
lustrated, 69 pages, $3.95 cloth. 

By KAY BUBKMAN 

IN A LAURENTIAN village where the 
nightly tival of the train canying mail 
and Montreal newspapers was a pas- 
time in itself, an old Indian woman, 
named Madame Dey. persisti 

Not only did she survive inlo tie lwentieth 
cenl~~y by her ancient Indian skills and s 
values. bul she shamed Hal world. show- 
ing up the hdlownw of many of its mosl 
dearly held prelenslons about brclf. 

I Once Knew An Indian Woman is a 
story told by Bbbitt Cutler with warmth 
and humour. Here is au author who can 
be at once sophisticated and whimsical, 
offering such tlavoqrful medleys as this 
description of Madame Dey: 

A giant of a v~rniln in a Maher Hubbud 
skin with men% socks and shoes (ha huge 
feet could be ccmlalned in nothing less). 
rlmn straight black hair clipljed dghdy 
m the side of her head . . great blrck 
half-moon eyes . . and a single large fmnl 
tonlh cmphasizlng tbe absence of its corn- 
pylion. 

Madame Dey’s first language was 
Iroquois and she was referred to with 
contempt by the villagers as “la vieilie 
sauvage” or “the old squaw.” Other 
prominent figures in the village’s.year- 
round population were the Catholic 
priest and one Englishman (known as 
“the king”). 

Ia J. vray. 1 suppos% they resembtcd Ihe 
triple forces that formed Canada ilsclE the 
religion of the Frmeh. Ihe economic 
slrengtb of Ihe English, and ti prior uir 
tence of the Indians. 
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The years were 1927 to 1937. Ebbitt 
Cutler recalls them with the eloquence 
that graces a story too long untold. Al- 
legory echoes gently throughout the 
book, but never disrupts or sacrifices 
the narrative. We need only surrender 
to the authority of Cutler, the story- 
teller, to appreciate with her a rare har- 
mony of history and legend. 

AC the time of the stmy’s events, 
Madame Dey was a widow. She had 
been married to Gorges. a French- 
Canadian and a mwdy drinker; too 
often he had left her alone to feed and 
care for their children. But always she 
forgave him and took him back until 
once she bolted the doors against him, 
and that time it was too late. 

Madame Dey was a woman who put 
conscientious care into every task she 
perfomxd. She was gifted with mem- 
ory and intelligence, but was illiterate 
and also unyielding as far as conven- 
tional religion went. “When you have 
many gods,*’ she once said. “at least 
you can choose among them.” 

I Once Knew An Indian Woman is 
the unforgettable tale of “the old 

._ _. . _ ._... . . . -. --. .- _- 

squaw” who faced tragedy with rt+ 
serves of faith. Written with nostalgia 
for a truth that seemed more accessible 
in the past, Cutler’s book sustains the 
precision of good, crystalline imagery. 
The story could easily be read in an 
hour, but the gently haunting armos- 
phere of its passages and the skillful 
line-drawings by Bruce Johnson com- 
pel one to linger and savour each page. 

As a postscript, I have a question to 
put to the vast, unpredictable audience 
of Canadian reader0 How many years 
does it take for a Canadian book to 
make it? This book was first published 
seven years ago under the titleThe LoJt 
Noble Savage and won first prize in the 
Canadian Centennial Literary Competi- 
tion. But the reaction from buyers was 
sluggish- and remained so until it was 
picked up by an American publisher 
and given an “outstanding book” 
award by the New York Times. 

The bookappeals to both adult and 
juvenile readers, and it’s to be hoped 
that the present edition will bring it the 
success it has long deserved. 0 
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URBANE 
-OUTLOOK 
The Future jf Canadian Cities, by 

Boyce Riebardson, new press, 259 
pages, $3.95 9tiper. 

By DAVID T. GRQSKIND 

\VHILE EACH OF the cities in North 
America has a unique set of virtues, 
they all share a common set of pmb- 
lems. This melancholy similarity sug- 
gests that urban problems originate in 
some malevolent process within the 
whole society out of control of local 
citizens. Thus journalist Boyce 
Richardson contends that the nation 
must adopt a new unifying “egalitarian 
ethic” before citizens can successfully 
fight these problems. In hi informal 
introduction to urbanology, The Fmm 
of Canadian Cides, he argues that 
Canadians “have to differentiate more 
firmly than ever before, the prevailing 
Canadian ethic from the American.” 
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urban man&&mt emp&d by vari- 
ous countries, Richardson observes 
that a vital, if rudimentary difference 
aheady exists between Canada and the 
United States. Canadian experiments in 
metmpolitan’and regional govemmqnt 
indicate an oflibial understanding’of 
urban problems clearly in advance of 
the U.S. He writes: 

However. he adds that Sweden and 
Holland are significantly ahead of 
Canada in realizing that the way to con- 
trol development lies in public owner- 
ship of municipal land. Richardson 
sees uncontmlled speculation deter- 
mining the price of laud and thus the 
use to whiih an owner must put his land 
to make a profit. 

Although the relation of speculation 
to patterns of development is an impor- 
tant concept, Riihanison’s exposition 

---- 

commits a common mistake of writers 
of popular intmdoctory books. He 
over-simplifies a problem by. over- 
emphasizing one easily understood 
facet. Moreover, public ownership of 
land might have worked well when 
Saskatoon and Stockholm had the 
foresight to pumhase land in the early 
part of this centmy but a’city would 
quickly ran out of money buying just a 
few acres at modem prices. In spite of a 
vehement denunciation of capitalism, 
Richardson advocates working within 
the system to solve the pmblems - 
which explains. perhaps, why he 
favours buying land rather than simply 
nationalizing it. 

Richardson argues that “unless we 
can regain control of otu nation, we are 
unlikely to be able to control our 
cities.” This insistence on a high-level 

for”&ch’ citizen groups can 
fight. For instance. changing zoning 
by-laws from high de&y to low can 
swiftly reverse the tmnds’established 
by speculators and even bankmpt a few 
of them. Such involvement in local is- 
sues gives citizens a concmte under- 
standing of the political process that 
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nationalist rhetoric cannot. Aod while 
regional government has its virtues. the 
tixces of private development often get 
a more sympathetic hearing there than 
in the municipal govenunettts that am 
closertotheelectofate. 

Neverthekss, Richardson has as- 
sembled an intensting and useful set of 
stories relating to urban problems. If 
one disagrees with tbe morals he draws 
from these stories. one can still begin to 
see howthe future of one’s neighbour- 
hood involves the tittum of Canada. In 
that context, the difference bctcn 
local and national issues becomes 
purely 0°C of semantics. El 

_.- 

PARDoN 
. THE DUST 

Waste Heritage, by Irene Baird, 
Macmillan, 329 pages, $3.95 paper 

by JUDY DOAN 

BOOKS ABOUT Ihe Depression seem 
to be in vogue today and perhaps this 
accounts for the new edition of Wosfe 
Heritage, which was first published 
some 35 yean ago. The author is an 
energetic Canadian, now 12, named 
Irene B&d. She was born and educated 
in England but in 1919 moved with her 
parents to Vancouver. The author of 
many books including J&z, her first 
novel (which was lost and later mwrit- 
ten from memory), He Rides rhe Sky 
and The Climate of Power, Mrs. Baird 
has spent five yerus with the National 
Film Board, including postings to 
Washington and Mexico, and was press 
oflicertoaCanadianembassy. As well, 

she has worked as a consultant to the 
U.N. Technical Assistance Administra- 
tion and as an information officer for 
Ihe Department of Northern Affairs and 
National Resources, in Ottawa. When 
the position of chief of infomiation s‘er- 
vices for that department was vacanl, 
she won the post and became the lint 
woman to h&d a federal information 
service, retiring in 1967. 

Professionally Mrs. Baird is a 
woman who has been able to Function 
in a male-dominated world, and in 
IVoste Heritage she writes of men 
alone in a man’s world and maintains 
the credibility and the feelings of the 
gaunt-faced men fleeing the dust- 
choked prairie farms to find work. Es- 
sentially the novel is based on a politi- 
cal event - the Vancouver Relief .I 
Camp Strike of 1935. The transient 
men. unable to obtain relief,,become an 
organized army that using rhe &down 
strike to Force rhe public and the gov- 
ernment to take account of their siNa- 
tion and to establish a work’project. 
The leaders advccate that relief canqs 
be abolished and recommend rhe men 
not return to these “slave camps” but J 
obtain work and wages. 0 
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By JOHN RICHMOND 

John Richmond, author and illustrator of 
the popular Toronto Calender Magazine 
feaNre, now invites you to”DicoverOn- 
tat%’ with his new guidebook. Present- 
ing: 40 fabulous tommy hips leading the 
traveler along hiiways and little-known 
backroads, through gorgeous scenic are.85 
to craft and antique shops, tural inns. his- 
toric sites, camp grounds, naNm trails, 
boating and fishing spots, and many mom 
of Ontario’s delightful attractions. Also 
special&d chapters on boating, winter 
discoveries, country sjmpping, and au- 
tumn tours. This sotkovcr volume is in- 
dexed and illustrated with full-colour 
mW. 

Coming in June. $4.95 paper. 

Available at Better Bookstort?s.’ 

~k!knSYy & Whiteside Limited 150 Lesmill Road, DON AI%, Ontario MOB ZTS 
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The natmw line between private re- 
verics and political happenings threads 
its way throughout the book. Yet the 
novel grows out of character, not plot 
or theme, and becomes the story of att 
extraordinary friendship between Matt 
Striker (a pun?), the young, embittered 
pmtaganist and his proegg, Eddy, a 
large man who suffers, is beaten about 
the head by a club-wielding policeman. 
Malt protects him and the two hold on 
toeachotherwithin the frustration of an 
environment that appears to hold little 
hope for them to clutch on to. 

Like Lennie and George in 
Steinbeck’s Of Mice and Men the two 
characters just co-exist. Eddy the 
half-wit clings to Matt; and Matt, 
though less obviously, and though he 
constantly considers the other man no 
more than a cmss to bear, grasps just as 
desperately for Eddy. The dialogue be- 
tween them, rccuning in almost identi- 
cal language whenever either of them 
feels despondent, is like the chant of a 

iion. Their relationship is a trea& on 
the tragedy of human loneliness and 
inarticulation. 

For Matt and Eddy and all the other 
migratory workers, the road is really an 
escape mute; yet the endless macadam 
stretching cross-country is nothing less 
than a lifeline. The other characters in 
IVasfe Iferitoge ate little mom than 
one-dimensional. They blend into the 
parched land and into the roads they 
travel until they become an impercepti- 
blepanofit. Theireffect on Mattislike 
that of the sun on the land -seductive, 
somehow sinister, sapping life instead 
of giving it. Although often repetitious, 
and melodramatic in spots, Waste 
Heritage is funny and crazy. bitter and 
tragic. It articulates an important period 
and clearly bares the hopelessness of 
the patticular human and social condi- 
tion that Irene Baird has effectively 
chronicled. 

By MARIAN ENGEL 

I USED TO think becoming a pub- 
lished writer would do something won- 
derful for me - tom me into a boy, 
curl my hair, put me in the Hockey Hall 
of.Fame, get me off library fines. My 
first book was already out when the kids 
had chicken pox, and I had IO library 
booksout. IphonedtheTomntolibrary 
to see what I ‘could do about them. 
Nothing. No renewal by telephone. I 
should have wheeled up all spotty and 
given the librarians the pox. Instead, I 
bowed my head to The System, waited 
until quarantine was over and had a 
loud tantntm over having to pay six 
bucks’ fine. Writers are, after all. 
ordinary citizens. 

Well, in fact, they’re less than ordi- 
nary citizens. They don’ccut any ice in 
this country; the titter they am known, 
the less they are liked. Overweening 
pride is not allowed. If you name’s 
printed on the spine of a book eat’s 
reward enough. You don’t expect to be 
paid and praised as well, do you? 

Printers are paid, editors are paid, 
publishers survive according to acumen 
and cash flow. A CanLit industry has 
gmwn up that means Canadian titers 
now feed professors and graduate SN- 
den.& If a writer’demands to be fed he 
is declared NOT ARTISTIC. 

I don’t think I’ll be a big-money- 
making writer ever. I don’t aim to be. 
My field of vision is too narrow. And I 
work in a country where most people 
get their novels out of libraries (my 
only satisfaction is waiting for them to 
be socked by fines). . 

Still, I want to be fairly paid for my 
work, and I want the other writers to be 
too. Publishers who pay me 8% royalty 
on a $1.95 book don’t satisfy me any 
mom; neither do $500 advances on 
paperback rights, or people who offer 
$1 for film options afteraskingme togo 
to see. them ($2 for the taxi). 

I’ve become a mercenary creature; 
I’ve got the meanness of the purse- 
poor. Writing books is not a therapeutic 
hobby, it’s work; it’ll never be pid for 
before it’s done but it ought to be paid 
for soon after. 

That’s why y formed The Writers’ 
Union of Canada. Writers are skated as 
public servants. but not paid as such. 

When times get tough, some.thing’sgot 
to give. The Canadian writer seems at 
the moment to be expected to offer 
himself up as a kind of public sacrl&e 
-Atwood and Berton are slandered all 
over for doing well, others sre laughed 
at for not being well known. Those _of 
us who, at IO, were earning 50 cents a 
month for our work for the Sunday 
School papers expected mom of our 
society than thii, and we formed the 
writers’ union to make sun we got it. 

Right now, public-lending fees from 
library circulation and standard con- 
tracts am our aim. Later, we’ll ta#le 
other pmbleriis. I wonder, though, 
whether we’ll be able to conquer the 
peculiar Canadian problem: Canadians 
don’t like their cohorts to step out of 
line and distinguish themselves, ex- 
cept perhaps in medicine. Once you 
become well known, you are out them, 
a target. . 

Ah well. a fair contract and a small 
income fmm library books might well 
be a shield. Remember bebtg pelted 
with fmzen horsebuns on the way home 
from school? Suppose you’d had 
enough money to go home on the bus? 
You wouldn’t be as tough, but Is com- 
fort really corrupting? Some of us 
would like to find out. 0 

Toronto novelist Marim Engel 
(Monodmmos, Anansi) is the chair- 
man of The W&m Union of Canada. 
This is the jb%t of a regular series of 
articles contributed by various union 
members and by representatives ofthe 
publishing indumy os o whole. 

TOMB 
ESSENCE 

Early Ontario Gravestones, by 
Carole Hanks, McGraw-Hill .Ryer- 
son, illustrated, 96 pages, $8.95 
cloth. 

ON BOOK-STORE shelves, a clear 
plastic winding sheet encondoms fresh 
copies of Early Ontorio Gravestones, 
prohibiting inspection. Strip it off - 
only to unebver an earnest, earthbound 
tome that, like the Ancient Mariner, 
seems kissed by Life-In-Death. 

Lamentably, the author. though not a 
native, approaches her subject with a 
stiff Upper Canadian lip. From an 
almost-scholarly perspective and in 
thin and stilted pmse. she dispenses _. 
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who was inhummly?mndered and his bo 
dy aftemardr b~mlly mangled by a ga 

ng afarmed mflkn? frgm Ihe United States 
rlytinglhemsclvcr . 

PATRI0l.g 
who committed Ibis cowmdly and shameful OUVage 
M the mmning of lhe 41h December 1838 having 

Militia engaged at Windsor U. C. in re 
the incursion of this rebel crew more pm 

shovelfols of empirical findings. dol- 
lops of safe conjecture. too little conse- 
quential information and notbiog for 
even the most avid necmphiliac to get 
excited about. As for graveyard 
humour, there isn’t any. 

Not the author’s fault, of course, but 
idiosyncratic epitaphs have never 
caught on here on the old Ontario 
&nd. There is nothing to match this 
one. for instance: 

HEREUEI 
MARTIN ELGINBRODDE 

nae merer oh&Y Soul 

Alwz,ddowcrel ’ 

7 

Ood 
And ewwe 

Martin ginbmdde 

Or this one (also from A Small Book 0J 
Grave Humour, pan Books, $1.25): 

Here Ites ,he body of 
LADY O’LoONfiY 

Gnza, nieceof BURKE 
Commonly called Ihe Sublime 

She was Bland. FZ.sionate 
and deeply Rdigious. also 

she painted in waler cdouts 
andsentwealpicNrcs 

10 Ihe Exhibition 
She was first Cousin to 

LADY JONUj 
andofruchisthe 

No, in Ontario, conformity has ever 
been the order of the day and of tbe 
night. Minor variations on standard 
themes like this one were made to serve 
the purpose: 

In the last century, whole cemeteries 
were full of such formulaic stuff (above 
ground), perhaps on the supposition 
that most visitors couldn’t read any- 
way. 

Of the few exceptions cited by the 
autbon. one is a 1%line cryptogram, 
another is invective of the most impas- 
sioned kind (see drawing). Alas. those 
4re by far the most interesting words in 
the book. 

Some 35 pages of introductory prose 
,are followed by 60 of black-and- 
white-and-grey photographs of grave 
stones. These captioned picture cer- 
tainly serve as a reliable record of a 
minor art form fast crumbling away 
under the merciless hooves of the On- 
tario elements and of chemical pollut- 
ants and of time. However, both tbe 
reader and the warm, muted tones of 
tbe stones would have been better 
served by colour shots. 

As the author suggests, and as those 
who haunt Ontario graveyards know. in 
this century standardization of senti- 
ments and of tablet design has con- 
tinued apace. Every so often, though, 
you still stumble across a chiselled cry 
of defiance, g in the short eocomium, 

I haipened Lpon in a s&urban 
Toronto yard: 

cxvem+aplarrtomrdawnk~~taw 
And cd, ,hii place Undcrio. 

ISAAC BICKERSTAFF 

.., :: -- . . 

L CARICATURE HISTOR! 
)F CANADIAN POLITIC! 

J.W. Bengoug 

‘ha bestselling “peopln” history of Cm 
da’s En&n Arnls. 

04 paw. pap*, 

Ray Prict 

The 
Wie Guide 

Peter Martin Associates 
36 Britain Street, Toronto 
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OILS9 or making it here 
By GWEN P. SANDS 

THIS IS CRAFT year in Canada and 
the crafts am receiving mote public at- 
tention than they have ever had before. 
Exhibitions, workshops, posters, 
films, specialeditions ofmagazines, all 
honour the 10th Anniverssty Confer- 
ence of the World Crafts Council at 
York University, Toronto. in June, and 
the First World Crafts Exhibition, cnti- 
tled. “In Raise of Hands,” on view at 
the Ontario Science Centre throughout 
the summer. 

Canadian cmftspeople should see an 
impetus given to their area of the visual 
arts that has been long overdue. The 
crafts have arrived - but.not in all 
SEWS. 

I was asked to write about Canadian 
craft books. Books ate one of the areas 
where them still isn’t much home- 
grown activity. Craft books do abound 
in Canada. The publisher’s catalogues 
list many titles. You can find a how- 
to-mak& selection in most utbati and 
suburban bookstores. Somehave better 
selections than others. The one thing 
they all have in common-publisher’s 
catalogues, stores, and libraries too - 
is that the books usually ate”‘1 Cana- 
dian. Almost all are American or 
British. A book written by a nou- 
Canadian author. with photos of the 
work of foreign artists, manufactumd 
out of this country and published by the 

Canadian branch or representative of an 

It’s useful that these books am on the 

international publisher. does not qual- 

Canadian market, but it would bebetter 

ify, in my terms of reference, as a 
Canadian craft book. 

to have more craft books that relate to 
specifically Canadian work. I don’t 
know the mechanics of the problem in a 
business sense. Maybe the real reason 
is that the potential audtors, In true 
Canadiin fashion, have been discour- 
aged by what is being done elsewhere. 
Canadians have long suffered ftom the 
syndrome that if it’s done at home it’s 
not as good as if it comes fmm Europe 
‘ot the United States. We also sham a 
common Western outlook that there is a 
dichotomy between the “fine aits,” 
painting and sculpture, and the craffs. 
So Canadian cmtispeople have ‘two 
problems to overcome. 

C&I books generally fall into thtee 
categories. First. there ate books on 
contemporary c&t as fine art. These 
pubiiiations ate similar to the coffee- 
table books on painting and sculptme; 
but &al with objects created fmm mat- 
erials such as fibms, metal, clay and 
wood that are wmmonly categorized as 
craft. Them is only one totally Cana- 
dian book in this category that I know 
oE Cr@s Carrada. the U@i.d Am by 
Una Abrhamson (116 illustrations, 
Clarke Irwin, $19.95). It’s to be pub- 
lished in Jtme. I h?ve seen some of the 

&sttati6ns and the chapter on glass. 
CrqfIs Cana& ptomises to be informa- 
tive and beautiful and could be a start 
for Canadian craft publishing. 

Another book to be published in Jtme 
is In Praise of Han& by Octavia F%z 
and James Plsut with Betty Child (256 
pages, 300 colour aud black-and-white 
photos. McClelland & Stewart, 
$17.50). In Praise of Han& will be 
published inkmationally to commemo- 
rate the Fii World Crafts Bxhibition. 
The essay by Octavia Paz, the Mexicau 
poet, is a stirring homage to the c&s. 
This book, which contains the photo- 

There ate, of course, many titles av- 
ailable from Canadian publishing 

graphs of the 14 Canadian objects in 

hot&s that fall into the coffeetable 
categ_ory. One I consider particularly 

this exhibition, forms the show 

wotthwhile is Beyond Crafi: the Art 
Fabric. by, Mildred Constantine and 
Jack Lenor Larsen (Van Nostrand 

catalogue in the soft-cover edition. But 

Reinhold, $3>.00). ‘Beyond craft ‘is 

it’s also an excellent portrayal of what 

294 pages pf colour and black-and- 
white photographs and text on the im- 

,is happenittg in craft work thmughout 

portant fabric artists of the world. 
Them ate chapters on 28 internationally 
renowned fatic attists, including one _ 

the world. Bbth editions will be pub- 
lished in Bnglish and Fmnch. 

Canadian, Mariette Rousseau- 
Vermette. It is a visually impress@ 
and infotmative book. 

Anothet category of ctaf~ books 
deals with antique and pioneer crafts. 
There are two excellent Canadian 
books on this subject: Keep Me Warm 
One Night by Domthy attd Harold Bur- 
“ham (384 pages, University of Tc- 
muto Ptess (1972) $27.50) and Early 
Canadian Pottery by Donald Webster 
(256 pages, McClelland & &watt 
$12.95). The ?wthors in both cilses am 
Royal Omatid Museum cutatots. and 
the books ate profusely illustrated and 
are. full of interesting hiitotical infor- 
mation on early craft work in Canada. I 
would tecommend them to anyone in- 
terested in leaniing about the cmfttmdi- 
tions in our countty. The Bumham 
book has nceivcd intemational recng- 
nition as a .de6nitive work on pioneer 
weaving. Techniques, looms, tools, 
designs and materials am discussed as 
well as the historical background of the 
times of nineteenth-century weavers. 
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Many books are available on pio- 
neer craft traditions and although they 
ere not specifically Canadian, they 
are often North American. Quilts are 
a good example. The Pieced Quilf 
by Jonathan Holstein (192 pages, 
McClelland & Stewart, $19.95) was 
published in April. Quilting has been a 
tradition from the times of tbe early 
settlers and this book will interest 
Canadiins as much as Americans. 
Many of the patterns were used in 
Canada and sometimes slight regional 
variations can be seen. This book 
shows the quilts as powerful graphic 
expressions; to my eyes there are maay 
similarities between the quilts aad 
some American painters of the 1960s. 

The last category, and the one in 
which there are the most titles availa- 
ble, is how-to-do-it craft books. These 
range from the sophisticated to the sim- 
ple. The physical quality and p&e of 
the books also varies widely. Every- 
thing is available; one can find easy-to- 
follow instructions for every conceiv- 
able craft or craft project, for beginners 
to advanced students. Although most 
books in this category v&e written out- 
side Canada, there are some excep 
tions. One is the Cam&n Homes 
Cra/r Book published by Canadian 
Homes Magazine (64 pages, $3.95). It 
coatains 25 how-to-do-it projects that 
are simple and satisfying for the novice 
craft worker- and all are useful. 

Pennsylvanian ‘log robin” designjhm The Pieced Quilt (above) ami macrame 

Department of Awicultute. I was an- - composition 6y Fronfoise Grossettfrom Beyond Craft The Art Fabric. 

Home Weaving by Oscar Bereau, 
was published in 1939 by the Quebec 

abG to find out if $is still in print. but it 
has been used as a handbook by Caoa- 
dian weaving students since it was pub- 
lished. Also, there are a series of manu- 
als on crafts published by the Sport and 
Recreation Bureau of the Ontario 
Ministry of Community and Social 
Sewices. These manuals - two on 
metal. one on sculpture. and four on 
weaving - are a@lable to cnft in- 
structors. The bureau, incidentally, 
maiataias a library in Tomato that has 
one of the finest selections of books on 
crafts in Canada. 

Some of the publishing houses carry 
only a ‘few simple craft instruction 
books; others have complete catalogues 
devoted to the titles they carry on art 
and craft. I am sore any Canadian can 
find a craft book to suit his or her par- 
ticular need or interest. As a stauach 
nationalist, I just wish that more ‘of 
these books were really Canadian. 0 

Gwen San& is tlte editor qf Craft Di- 
mensions, a bi-monthly magnrine de- 
voted to multi-crofr subjects. 
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THRCLASSIC NUDE 
by George ffesm 
This is P bcaudful photographic essay of 
human grace and form. In their creator’s 
words &se photographs %re attempts to 
show the body simply beaudfidly and ex- 
preirively.” George Hester has transcended 
the limitadons normally associated with 
photography IO pmduce a book which is a 
joy v) behold. 

THE ART OF ANDREW WYR’lTi 
4 Wanda hf. Corn 

Cloth $p3.95 

A vivid analysis of Wyeth’s career, set in hb- 
torical pcrspecdve. Over 100 splendid ml- 
our illusrratioru of this artisr’s works. This 
book makes a significant conuibudon to the 
undersrandingofthe~kofrhbimponanr 
ardr. 
Cloth 162 Plates $22.95 

wI-ql& DID I COME FROM? 
by Prln Afaylr 

A marvdlous book for parents. Ir tells the 
facu in a way which interests the child and 
doesn’t embarrass you. A must for all par- 
ems with youngchildren. 
Clorh $6.95 

Tkecomplme,aIukcntis 
WdtedeckofTamtCar& 
g6.95 

Creative Darkmom 
Techniques 

A splendid handbook fmm 
Kodak; P must ford1 phw 
graphy buffs. Ovtr 400 
pho~~j+1~.sa95 

.- 

Taa.sjaraCwklag 
~JE.E; Brmm 

Ajoy u) read and we. 
ck.dI$7.92 Paper52.95 
Also available Tasrajan 
Breadbook 
ClDlh $5.95 Paper22.95 

690 Progress Avenue, Unit 14, Scarborough, Ontario MIH 3A6 
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CALMS 
LOST AND 

- WON 
183% Be.vohtt-mn In the calm&s 

-as told by William Lyon Macken- 
zie, edlted by Greg Keiky, NC FVes, 
236 pages, $2.25 pa*er. i 

Sweat and Struggle.: Working 
Class Struggles In Canada, Vol. I: 
1739-1899, by Jack Scott, New Star 
Baohs, 209 pages, $2 paper. 

BY NIGEL SPENCEB 

IN TIM NEARLY five years since 
Leandre Bergemn first published his 
Petit manuel Shistoire du Qu.&ec, 
Canadians and QuibCcois have been 
treated 10 a steady flow of “people’s 
history books.” From comics and plays 
to tabloids and textbooks, we have been 
given bits of our “untold” history in 
ways that the school system would 
never dream of encoumgin8. We have 

’ all beard of the Riel Rebellion, but what 
about international support for the 
Quebec work@ class in 1837? What 
about wamings from British unions that 
the Patriots of Upper Canada would.be 
misled by their preoccupation with lib- 
eral, middle-class democracy? What 
about the “wild west” strike at the 
Lachine Canal (1843) that looks a lot 
like the James Bay rampage of 1974? 

These and a host of other skeletons 
arc uncloseted in these two books. 
Keilty’s useful,. popular edition com- 
bines many large chunks of 
Mackenzie’s own writing with concise 
editorial “bridges” for continuity and 
perspective. This combination is more 
than a little awkward at first. We are 
introduced to Mackenzie’s foibles as 
well as his political morality, and here 
Keilty’s editorializing smacks a little 
too much of shallow pamphleteering. 
However, 20 pages into the book, a 

better balance is struck and maintained 
right to the end. The most astonishing 
thing about thii work, as well as 
Scott’s, is how familiar it all seems: no 
really fundamental change has occur- 
red in Canadian and QuCb&ois politics 
for over 130 years. Trudeau is busy 
applying the Durham Report, and 
Canada is still ruled by the “Family 
Compact” ,and a “Foreign Power.” 
The most vocal protest nowadays 
seems to come from the Committee for 
an Independent Canada and other 

nationalistic elements who want to 
favour the “FC” over the “FP.” 
, It is on this issue thatMackenzie and 
Keilty both show their weaknesses. Try 
as he may, Keilty cannot disguise the 
fact that Mackenzie was a iniddle-class 
reformer, .hence basically anti-labour. 
Two vague refennces are made to the 
use of Dutcber’s Foundrymen and 
Armstrong’s Axemakers as shock 
tips, and it is clear that farmers and 
workers bore the brunt of the 
government’s terroristic reprisals, but 
little else is forthcoming. Mackenzie 
(and Keilty) &im massive grass-roots 
support for the rebellion, but fail to face 
the question of how the vacillation or 
betrayals of a handful of middle-class 
individuals led to the downfall of a 
“sure thing.” 

Similarly, Mackenzie (and Keilty) 
refer to frequent “failures of cammu&- 
citions” with the more advanced 
Quebec rebellion, but do not explain 
that the Upper Canada Patriots were 
relying on Lower Canada to decoy the 
army and solve their problems for 
them. Does this sound familiar? De- 
Spite Keilty’s rather uncritical attempt 
to ‘vindicate Mackenzie’s short- 
cotinps, the book remains a very use- 
ful and surprising piece of reading. 

Jack Scott’s book provides an 
equally refreshing antidote to many of 
these ailments. His approach is to select 
major areas, movements or issues (the 
1837 rebellion in Lower Canada, the 
nine-hour-dav barrle. tbe CPR. etc.1 in 

struggles can best be perceived. The 
only serious fault is that Scott pays little 
or no attention to Canada’s oldest, 
poorest colonies, the Maritime prov- 
inces, and a 8rc.at deal to British Co- 
lumbia. 

He combines a wealth of original 
materials (newspaper articles, procla- 
mations, labour tracD. etc.) with his 

comments. What emefges is an as- 
tonishing portrait of movements, 
conflicts and organizations that few of 
us ever dreamed of. Scot does not 
over- or under-value them; ha simply 
exposes them to our view with unusual 
deftness. and we must judge for our- 
&es. This is the book’s second gmat 
virme, its relative freedom from editor- 
ial colouting. 

Sweat and Srruggle is an invaluable 
book for educational purposes pm- 
cisely because it blends well-chosen 
primary and secondary material so 
neatly that it sheds a maximum amount 
of light without either confusing M 
over-simplifying the issues. q 
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GOETSt% DEFBNDED 

Sir. 
The March issue of your jwmal which mnlairu 
Frwr Su,hedmd’r review of Paul Ooetsch’r a”- 
thotngy of Ma*““s” cridcism (“Herr Hugh? 
hss only just rsached the country of the potsI” 
dumplingesters. Bo~hssrstndmtofM~ 
s,,d “n ocessimsl reader of Books in Cono& I 
think that Mr. Sulhcds”d’s comment is mislesd- 
ing and unjusl. 

By the discrepancy bslwee” 
Msclennan’r “r&x impcma”ce”‘for Cmadr 
md his swats iu~ ‘3 good minor posb”“demist 
v,,iteP sbmsd. ,he ediw no, sly helps us u”- 
denland tke dlhor and his work, but slsn bits to 
link MacLennrn crkicism with lilcmy criticism 
and crilical views oulside tinada. IIds. I think. 
might be pmicularly im~a”~ II s time when 
Cmsdim litemlure b about 10 lewe Ihe provim 
cislsheker. 

See” sgsinst that bsckgmund. your reviewer3 
cm”me,,t seems me-sided 10 my the lessI.. 
Moreover. I ruspec~ hat quite s few smdma will 
rmdroprefer”seademic”crilicism lothe kindof 
“individual vexliil” of which Mr. Sutherland’s 
illuminating remark on German kitchen 
philosophy obviwsly pmvidu a” cxmnple. 

Dr. Wsber Pschc 
UnivMity of Cologne 

SCOTF ATTACKED ’ 
Sir: 
Whileilb~lmylubitocammeatonrrvIews~ 
my work (too lime comuming). I sm indeed wry 
that booksellers and potential rem&s mz~y be 
influmced by Ihe inaccuracies of the twiew of 
Jeremy’s Dream which il99ssrs in your 
April/May issue. 

Flsnmd (?I) though I nn that pur reviewer. 
ChrisSma.cho~m~o,es~wewphraresfmmmy 
poems. albeit out of oo”resl. I do wish he had 
bcenablenrradIheph~artheywerrprinled. 
I challenge him 10 find in the poem entided 
“Paul” the pbmses with which he ac-xediled me. 
i.e. “mugh rmmth”ess’* s”d “pmumbnl dark- 
ness” lest rm the Our of Judgment I be found 
guilty of his sccusstionr of triteness md lautol- 
ogy. I challmge also his spelling of Seem 

If s reviewer cs” “either spell properly MI 
quote verbstitim the” the implicsdrmr. I’m afmid. 
PR obvious: that his wmmsnls M MI wonh the 
pspuo” whichthey sre prinled. 

Unlike other reviewers of Thai bask. Smlt bss 
entirely misi”lcQreled every poem on which he 
chose m comme”~ For example. his kpowkdge 
oflhehd~~.~ol-~s~~~~i”l~l,~ 
rsverly limbed. lids me+ Mets it vmuld have 
helped if he had bee” able 10 crbicizz wilh 
some accumte fomdalion. No. Viiinis Chrir. 
612197361Hkneilherswoo”orewn~~ion 
camp “umber. 

Janis Rspopcq 
Willowdsle. Ont. 
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RECEiVED WITB THANKS 

Sir: 

HARD WORDS. Readers may be in- 
terested in - some mey even be es- 
tonished by- the progress of en exlra- 
ordinary dispute involving Margaret 
Atwood, John Glessco, the Wrilers’ 
Union of Canada and the Ouawa-based 
magazine Nortltera Journey. When the 
third issue of the magazine appeared 
lasl December it carried a short story by 
William Wigle celled “Slow Bum” in 
which Ms. Atwood appearsasachamc- 
ler. She isquotedasdescribing apoehy 
reading she gave in Montreal, after 
which Mr. Glassco came up to her and 
said her reading had given him “a great 
big erection.” Through her lawyer, 
Ms. Atwood complained that Ihe mfer-. 
ence reflected “an unfortunate lack 
of judgment” on the part of the 
magazine’s editorial board and “a dis- 
tasreful lack of judgment on the pan of 
the author.” She demanded that the 
editors recall all issues of the megezine 
Ld that the author apologize in the next 
issue or face “further legal proceed- 
ings.” Norfhem Journey declined to 
meet these demands on Ihe grounds that 
(a) Ihe reference wes not libelous and 
(b) Ms. Atwood hsd acreally said the 
words she was quoted BP saying. At that 
point Ihe writers’ union issued e bulle- 
dn recommending that union members 
boycott the magazine until an apology 
was forthcoming. Positions have since 
hardened and, at time ofgoing lo press, 
there was talk of asking George Wood- 
cook lo resolve lhe matter by bringing 
his respected judgment to bear as an 
arbiter of taste. Meanwhile. whar did 
Mr. Glassco have to say about it all? 
When reached in Mexico, he replied 
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that the story was “too slight a literary 
effort to be taken sqrlously.” Bm he 
agreed lhere was “absolutely nothing 
libelous in the legal sense either of 
Margaret Atwood or myself, in the 
sroly,” upheld Ihe right of little 
magazines “to do their thing,” end de- 
clined to be e pertf m the dispute. A 
wise men. 

SOUTHERN COMFORT. If or when 
Ms. Atwood wins an apology fmm 
Northern Jotamy. she might turn her 
attention Lo The Best American S11or1 
Stories 1973 (Bellemine, $1.65 paper). 
Thii publication slights not her mputa- 
tion but her national identity by placing 
her name at rhe top of the “American 
Authors” list, for her smry “Under- 
glass” inHarper’s. And although there 
is a “Foreigh Authors” section, Hugh 
Hood also gets cited as e Yankee for his 
“A Near Miss” in Fiddlehead. 
Anthology editor Martha Foley seems 
under the impression that not only Fid- 
dlehead but also Prism International, 
Urdwrsity of Win&or Review and 
Canadian Fiction Magazine are pm- 
duced in the U.S. And that’s carrying 
the American melting pot too damn far. 

WRITE ON. In &lidn.ight Oil. the KE- 
and volume of his autobiography, 
Britain’s V.S. Pricehell concludes with 
some thoughts that we think have 
peculiar relevance for contemporary 
Canadian writers end readers: 

Awiterism~~~fcummatetihan mmpeople 
in being able m emy his work with him. 
He pys for this happy independence by 
having to work much harder than the mars 
of employed pqde and indeed. today. bii 
pmfessim is not only precarious, but 
seems ID be vanishing. 11 has been my na- 
we!nwnkhardbulhmdvmrkcankadta 
tbe idleness of the timead-motion mind. 
When Ihe profession dies out it may be 
porrible for the tiler u) do betwr the few 
lhirys he ought m do, instead OF the 
hundred things that M a diskaction From 
it. lhe cost of lilemwe is Far. Far hiir 
than the public who .ge! il FRC in the lib- 
&es imagines. and if is getting higher. 
Oncebehasprwedhimself, awriluorany 
mislnerds lobe~ladvelytich. subsidized 
01 in scmx way kept - lhink OF Soya. 
Velasquez. El Orem. of Shaw - his I& 
urn dots MI consist of lying on beaches in 
the Caribbean. but in a I&our deliilFd 
because it is Fmadcnl. Scott and Baluc 
desired we&b recklessly, acquired huge 
debts and debt is a kind of wealth m those 
who work Furiously within it as these mm 
did. I &en wish I had the guts m get inu, 
debt. 

STAR BOUND. Doug Felherling, the 
associate editor of Baoks in Canada for 

_... 

rhe last six months. has left us for the - 
Toronto Star. where he replace-s Kil- 
dam Dobbs as the book editor. With our 
next issue, Morris Wolfe will be join- 
ing us as assignmenn editor. His work 
has appeared frequently in these pages, 
in Saturday Night, and in the Tomnm 
Globe and Mail. 

BROADFOOT: 
cmrinuedfiompage27 

did a 180-degree turn. I told the Manag- 
ing Edimr, ‘I’ve had it,’ end went m 
empty my desk and files. while the 
people around me muttemd. ‘What’s 
that nut Broadfoot up to now? 

. 

“Do you know, when I walked out 
of there, the things 1 wanted to keep 
after 28 years would not have lilled half 
a shoe-box? I drove home, phoned my 
wife and mld her I had quit my job. She 
said, ‘Good.’ She knew I was pretty 
well pissed off anyway. 

“I didn’t collect e pension from the 
Sun m take with me, no. I never be- 
longed to the pension fund: I don’t hold 
with pensions. Everybody else in the 
paper. all 800 employees, subscribed. I 
think Ihere were three of us who didn’t. 
To me, they’re just a bore. We’re a 
frontier nation, still; I believe that 
Canadians and all people should stand 
on their own two feel.” Bmadfoot mel- 
lows his tough ideology with e grin that 
resembles Tommy Douglas’ in form 
but not substance. The Iwo have a facial 
similarity be.sr revealed in rhei ani- 
mated and emphatic but smooth style 
of speaking; both ere slight men of that 
certain size whwho have found wit and 
charm am levers more powerful than 
the taciturn might of a strong, large 
man. 

“So. the very next day I started. I 
had been collecdng anecdotes and the 
names of old-timers for years, but I was 
feeling my way with the material. I had 
no pm-arranged plan, though 1 vis- 
ualized it like the New York Sunday 
Times crossword puzzle, which is a 
great bejazus thing sbour a foot square. 
I wanted to achieve a balance. so when 
I pm in e minister here, I’d pm eight 
hoboes there; four housewives here, a 
whore (he pronounces it, ‘hooer’) 
there. Right - a horiumtal mosaic is 
the exact term I wanted. I wanted that 

blend to be so good, that if I rolled it in 
my hand inm a ball. I could throw4 
against a wall and it would come bsck 
lme, withour being deformed. 

“At fist, I fought the stories I heard, 
tried to make them fit my own ideas. 

_ _ _- -. 
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NAPOLEON’S LAST CAMPAIGN IN GERMAN!‘, 1813 

F. Loraine Petre 

The 1813 was oneofthe longest and ultimately declslve 
campaigns undertaken by Napoleon. Despite a shor- 
tage of manpower he assembled an oddly assorted 
army of 200,000 men who fought with gallantry and self 
sacrifice, desplte the decline in the Emperor’s genius. 
Too often he appeared to lose sight of the real objective 
and although he could still win battles he was not able to 

IV~P0lLE6XV’§ 
exploit them. It was -during this campaign that 

IJISJ?m@J 
Napoleon’s centralized system of command began to 

INGERMANY-IN3 break down. The grim cltrnax came with the battte ot 
Leipzig In which the French lost not only their hold on 

1ntiuLa h &ti .zw Germany but also their marshal reputation. 

424 pages; 4 large maps $12.50 

AMERICAN DESTROVER ESCORTS OF WORLD WAR 2 

Peter Elliott 

Over500’D.E.s’were builtforthe 
U.S. Nay in World War 2, of 
which 78 werq delivered to the 
Royal Navy and numerousothers 
to countries like France, Greece, ..-.. %!., 

Portugal, Italy and South ,*- =p-? :-‘j , 
..w 4(r &-cs-cCp _ 

_;; :,:--g 

America. Thls book tells the story 
of these amazing ships, from the 
design and armament tb class 
variations, foreign transfers, spe 

.cial purpose conversions and 
several other aspects of their his- 
tory. 

Peter Elliott’s book Is vital for 128 Pages-64 Pages of black 
those interested in naval affairs. and white photos 8%” x 6”. 

FORTS AND CASTLES Terence Wise 
The Story of Defenoa Works from Ancient times 

A profusely illustrated book with pictures, plans, draw- 
lngs and full colour pages telling the story of the de- 
velopment of forts, castles and other defenoe systems 
- how they were built, and why they were built. Of 
especial interest is the final chapter which covers a little 
documented aspect of fortifications: those built in the 
two world Wars to defend the British Isles. A com- 
prehensive gazetteer provides details and locations for 
those wishlng tovisit the places described. 

Paperback $6.3b Hardback $9.50 

FOR A COMPLETE RANGE OF MILITARY HISTORY BOoKS 
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE TO 

Foti~@se Publications Inc. 
P.O. Box 241, Stoney Creek, Ontario, Canada L8G 3X9 
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287 St. George St. 
Toronto 

Phone: 924-2437 

The first four interviews never got into 
lhe book. I went out to old-timers in 
Fraser Valley, but because of my pm- 
conceived notion of what I wanted to 
hear, I forced the stories into my own 
mould. Destroyed them. 

“You’ve got to let it flow as they 
talk, let it come at you. You’ve got to 
be ready to take anything that comes. I 
have a pretty intuitive feeling totiards 
people, and that helps. The best repor- 

Ler is the best listener, and I was h 
fucking good listener. To be a jour- 
nalist. first of all you have to be in- 
tercstcd in people. Then you have to be 
a listener. 

“I’m only in-ted in people: I 
want to know what makes them tick. I 
want to take them apart and put them 
together again like a tw&dollar watch. 
People am intmested in people - we 
all have so many parts: a heart, brain, 
penis - so there’s no saturation point 
for this kind of book. who mads the 
editorial page of a newspaper. for 
Chrissake? Rople are the important 
thing.” 

Theimportant thing forBarry Bmad- 
foot is that hii beer money is assured 
and his audience rapt, as he extends his 
technique into a Canadian trilogy. This 
fall. a second volume will be pub- 
lished, dealing with the period 1939 to 
1945 and titled, aptly enough, The War 
Years. And in September. Bmadfoot 
hits the mad again to start research on 
the thii-chronologically, the first- 
book, which he calls ThePioneers add 

’ the publisher; Doubleday, wants 
known as We Made Canada. In any 
event, both are agreed that the time 
spanof the book will be 1900 to 1929. 

Bmadfoot will again preserve the 
memories of the common citizen in the 
two new books: “I’m not interested in 
economics, or politics, and I’m nor an 
intilectual so I won’t discuss with you 
whether Margaret Atwood is saying the 
same things inSurvival as these people 
are, though probably she is. 

“Now, Peter Newman can write a 
book about the financiers of Canada. 
He’sgot his milieu. I’m wit) these guys 
here.” he says tapping the queue of 
men photographed on Last Years’ dust 
jacket-a queue that still hasn’t begun 
to move, after so many beers. “I’m 
with the common people. They say 
‘God must have hated the common 
people because he made them so god- 
damn common: I don’t believe that. 
There’s a m&sty about common peo- 
ple - in this book, then’s poetry. 
These people are eloquent, a lot of 
them. They have a dignity of their own. 
a style of their own, a grace of their 

own, a sense of their bwn importance 
andasenseofdecency. 

“That’s why I don’t like the New 
Journalism and its titers, like Tom 
Wolfe. I’d call it clever writing, all 
right - I’d also call it using people. 
Wolfe writes of common people for 
uncommon people; I write of common 
people for common people, and that’s 
the differenpe. I don’t use clever 
phrases. I let them tell their stories. I 
don’tgo into wild. long prefaces-like 
this preface to Losr Years: 2% pages! I 
don’t bullshit and I’m not pompous. 
I’m the greatest down-putter of bullshit 
in the country, and that’s the fist gmvd- 
iloquent statement I’ve made today. 

“I’m just Barry Broadfoot. Writer. 
Reporter. In fact, I don’t like the term 
titer in this instance either. If1 want to 
write., I’11 @it down end write. I’ve al- 
ways gotten tremendous satisfaction 
from writing - I wrote my frrst.book 
when I was nine, a book about h&es. I 
was nuts about horses. 

“I don’t like the termjournalist hem, 
either. I’m a chronicler, a reporter. It’s 
an honourable title; it’s an honourable 
trade. Somebody else could come 
along and probably do a better Depres- 
sion book, now that its fashionable. I 
don’t mind: I’m willing to pass on the 
technique (0 anybody. But you have to 
work hard - this is hard work. 

“Get up in Moose Jaw and drive 150 
miles. Arrive in some goddamn town 
that Jesus wouldn’i live in. Go in and 
start looking. Even if the local editor 
isn’t around or the Legion hail isn’t 
there, and there’s only two people in 
the pub, you still feel you ha= to do a 
day’s work. You must do a day’s work 
every day, exceut Saturday and Sun- 
day.- - - - 

“The physical strain is tremendous. 
After the VW, I drove a Datsun. which 
is a bitch of a thine to drive: everv time 
it goes over a pebie. the shock g&s up 
your spine. And then, you’ve got your 
typewriter and your gear; you’ve got a 
hang-over. or you’re pissed off about 
something or you’ve got the trek. And 
all the staff has to be lugged up the the 
third floor of sOme country hotel. The 
first time, I went out on the mad for 
three months, May to July; it was 
wicked, believe me.” 

Between May and November, 
Bmadfoot scoured the ground between 
BrilishColumbiaand the Atlantic, with 
occasional trips back home, when he 
found he could pick up just about as 
many stories as he did on the mad. 
“Then’s lhii thing I call the Western 
Tilt, which makes a book like lVar 
Years a beauty to do, almost in my own 
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back yard. If you take Canada and push 
it up from the Maritime& all the nuts, 
loonies, and the cmzies roll down over 
the mountains and end up at the Pacific 
coast, or wash up agains the foothills in 
Alberta. 

“We’re a moving nation, continu- 
ally in ttansit. Suppose you need some- 
body from P.E.I.?Youdon’thave togo 
there, because you’ll find, 10 from P.E.I. 
have rolled into your own goddamn 
neighhourhood.” 

The problems of distance overcome, 
Broadfoot could plunge all the more 
readily into the mammoth job of tram- 
cribing his tapes - so many tapes, in 
fact, that he’s pretty well demolished 
two Sony recorders. “I edited as I went 
along on the tape, automatically. I’d 
flip the switch, ran the sentence 
through. If it had relevance to the pre- 
ceding sentence, if it had relevance to 
the context, it would stay; if not, I’d 
@scard it. When I had the manuscript 
of one article, I’d edit that again, till I 
had it down to what I wanted. Then 
Doug Gibson, my editor. would come 
along and say, ‘This particular atticle 
has no place in the totality of the book,’ 
and out it would go. 

“Doug Gibson is n%ponsible for 20, 
maybe 25 per cent of the book because 
of his editing. For one thing, he’s got 
this goddamn enthusiim: he loves 
books: he loves authors, titers, repor- 
ters; he loves Canada. Another thing, 
he knows a writ&s ego has to be 
soothed, propped up. or whatever. 
Once in a while, when I was feeling 
lower than whale shit, he’d come along 
with a letter and say, ‘That was a terrifii 
story about such and such,’ and I’d be 
setupfortherestoftheweek.” 

Broadfoot himself was the solejudge 
of the authenticity or nliability of the 
stories. “1 didn’t filter the bullshit be- 
cause. then wasn’t that much came 
through. I was a reporter for 28 years 
and I think1 can recognize bullshitfmm 
fact. 

“I will say one thing, there are mis- 
takes in this book. If a man said some- 
thing happened in ‘34 but I knew it 
happened in ‘35, I left in ‘34. I suspect 
the= Eve thme or four stories that aren’t 
koe, but I can’t really say which. 

“But I’11 give you one example, the 
- only one I know, of how an honest errcu 

can happen. That story, about the rail- 
mad bull who was crucified on the side 
of a box car by hobo-es? It’s wrong. It 
was told to me by thtee or f&urdiff&nt 
guys. in different parts of the country: it 
became sort of a myth. Yet. one man 
later wrote and said he’d heard it too, in 
the form I wmte it, but he knew it was 

Hi/da Glynn-Ward 
Hilda Glynn-Ward attempted to shock her 
maderSlntogre~rvigflanee~ainslUle’yel- 
low peril’ (the Chinese and Japanese) with 
tales of a gruesome murder, a typhoid 
epidemlc,corwptpditicians,and aJapane% 
Invasion. The novel Is rabidly racist by our 
standards, but stmpty reiterates the standard 
antt-orlental cliches of the ttma and is a vlvld 
illustration of the fear and prejudice with 
which tmmigrants were regarded in all parts 
of Cam& in IBe eady twniioth century. In- 
troduction by Pabkla E. Roy. (Social Hlstoly 
01 Canada 90). $4.95 paper $12.50 doth 

DotdgPas E3umcan: 
amemodal podratt , 

edited by Alan Jan& 
Douglas Duncan. a Torontonian. had 
an almost Incalculable inlkmnca on 
thedevelopmentoftheadsinCanada 
In the mid-twentieth century. Ten pew 
ple who knaw hlm well have wrItten 
Informally about htm. creating a tid. 
personal pxtrait Thls memodal book 
also tndudea repmducttons Of paint- 
ingsbysmneofthearttskwhosework 
Duncan encouraged and colle*ed. as 
weltasexamplesofhlsownworkasa 
bookbinder and photographer. $7.50 

?.WeeUeun and IEaeUeun 
WSGTM~S: 

travel sketches 
of Nova Scotia 

Joseph Howe 
Edited by M.G. Parks 
A fascinating and attmcttt pmtralt of Howe 
emerges fmm this series of sketches written 
in the early 1890s on his travels throughout 
Nova Scotta. Howe put aslde his professIonal 
pmoccupattons and spoke as an oLxerver 
bent on recordlog his ImpressIons of the 
landscapes. settlements, people, and 
character01thecot0ny.lnac0nscioustyttter- 
ary style, he runs the gamut from exuberant 
praise to mom sober altlclsm. These am 
among hls most important nonpolitical writ- 
1ngs. 53.50 paper $10.00 cloth 

tatesofCanadaandCanadians 

I%!. Thomson 
Thls coltection of short storks first ap- 
peared in 1917 and is a mixture of 
humomus and serious pieces. Thom- 
son affectionately Interprets and prp. 
sawes the speech and character of 
certain local ‘types’ - the Glengany 
Scot, the lumberman. Lhe dver-driver. 
andUls’habitanroftheOllawaV~ley. 
Llnked to the tradltlon of the ‘rawn- 
teuf. ths tales am generally remink: 
cent and concern war experiances. 
the United Emplm Lwalisk, and IL In 
pioneer sattlemenk. (Literabtre of 
Canada 10) W.50 paper$l5.W cloth 
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Days of Raga is a novel 
about the New QuBbecois- 
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wrong. What actually happened, he 
said, was s bunch of guys made an 
efligy -clothing filled with straw - 
put a bowler hat on it, because it was 
supposed to R.B. Bennett, and 
crucified him against the box car. That 
box car went right across the Pm&s, 
and the legend that grew became grea- 
ter than the fact.” 

Having developed his technique on 
the first book, it’s not surprising that 
Broadfoot expects War Years will be 
“a far beuer book than this one.” It 
too is being published by Doubleday 
(which has a” option on rlie thii book 
as well) for reasons that are very clear 
in Broadfoot’s mind. 

“When I first came down to To- 
ronto, after doing about one third of 
Ten Los Years, I was wnotionally 
drained. I’d been writing too much, I’d 
bee” drinking too much. #I “ever eve” 
thought of Lost Years as a trade book 
-1 would have bee” most happy if the 
University of Toronto, or McGill, or 
UBC or some college pnss had rake” it 
up and published it. But I left six or 
eight of the stories with Jack MCI_& 
land and Doug Gibson, botb of whom I 
knew personally. Both said they 
wanted the book.” 

“Finally. when Jack replied to my 
letter, he said he wouldn’t ‘chastize’ 
me 100 much. I thought ‘chastize’ was a 
bit much.” Broadfoorsays with a grin, 
while his tongue cleaves the offending 
word into brittle syllables, broken 
M&S dreams. “You don’t ‘chastize’ a 
man of 46: you chastize a child of 12. I 
think that one fucking word was just 
enough to turn me off.” 

Broadfoot glows for a moment, 
happy, not with tbe put-down of his old 
friend but witb lhat sudden coursing of 
hot blood that is otherwise missing 
from the success stoty of Ten Lost 
Years. Barry Bmadfoot has about him a 
dormant underdog cockiness that 
makes you feel he’s sorry thewhasn’t 
bee” more of a fight about thii whole 
thing. He’s somewhat dazed. like a 
prophet who returns after 40 years in 
the wilderness with his dream of telling 
the Depression story as it was, and finds 
instead of fights, scorn and calumny, 
that people are falling at his feet. hon- 
oming him in his own land. 

“I think tbe thing that pleased me 
most was not the national acclaim, “01 
the alleged celebrity states. That’s all 
crap. It was the people who’d bee” 
through it, the old-timen. who wrote 
me, phoned me at my home to say, 
‘You wem writing about me! That’s tbe 
way it was!’ Old people’s letters, writ- 
ten in an arthritic, crabbed hand, almost 
a” unreadable script, going on for 16, 
18 pages. That’s what pleased me about 
this book.” 

I 

Did Bmadfoot therefore seize this 
opportunity to play the two publishers 
off, one against the other? He looks up, 
horrified: ‘:Oh no: that’s not my style. I 
told them to send me contracts, if they 
were still interested, to my mother’s 
place in Winnipeg, where I was going 
to recharge my baueries.” 

Both publishers sent contracts, 
which happened to reach Bmadfoot on 
the same day. In a personal sense “it 
was a tough decision: I wmte Jack later 
to tell him it was. I’d known him for I5 
years, after all.” But the terms of the 
contracts were so diffexent thaf Broad- 
foot had little trouble choosing 
Doubleday, “for a variety of reasons. 
One was that they offered simultaneous 
publication in the U.S.” (where Lmt 
Years’ hard-cover sales am projected at 
5,000) “and for another, they wanted 
an option qn just one book, while M&S 
wanted options on two. In fact, I felt the 
M&S offer was the closest thing to an 
indentured servant contract I’d ever 
seen in my life. 

“I guess I also chose Doubleday be- 
causeofstability. I knewJackwoulddo 
a better promodon job because he has 
the machinery set up acmss Canada. 
But I wasn’t looking for big sales then 
--I thought in termsof5,OOOcopies. 

“Anotherthing. I was book reviewer 
for the Vancouver Sun for about four 
years, and never a month went by when 

somebody .didn’t bring a hairy story 
back from Toronto about what was 
going on at M&S. Eighty-dolha- 
week Ryeaon graduatea as editors, 
things like that. 

But more than any other single thing, 
Barry Broadfoot, YOX populi. prides 
himself on hi honesty - never a law- 
suit in 28 years! The honesty makes 
him add, therefore, that “if I don’t 
make a lot of money on this, then’s 
something awful goddamn wrong.‘: 
It’s the devil, of course, who adds his 
broad grin. 0 

Kospm Dzeguzc is a free-lance jour- 
nalist living and working in Toronto 
and on aurhority on, oomg -other 
things. cob driving and the Lotvim 
comnwdty in Cmoda. 
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Tingle and The Ladies’ Home Journal. 
The flolsam of the jetsam set. How To 
Grow Healthy Gourds, that kind of 
thing. Victorian novels smelling of 
cats. Terrors of Be Night, or, They 
Laughed When I Sat Down at the Vir- 
ginal. He obviously doesn’t like books. 
Bertrand Russell nestling against 
Xavier Hollsnder. Consequently he is 
not too successful, and in desperation is 
now starting to offer in addition 
genuine original oil paintings (Venice 
1907, painted by Mathilde Amburst 
Gogharty in rich dung colours). 

-2- 

You can tell this one loves old books, 
because he becomes inidble whenever 
he has to part with the books he most 
cherishes, the old tomes in leather bind- 
ings. To help him keep his cool he 
overprices them. The genuine reader 
co-operates by havingnolntemst in fine 
old leather bindings anyway. Or in fine 
new leather bindings. for that matter. 
That kind ofstuff is for the book collec- 
tor, whose interest in the contents is 
in inverse ratio to his adoration of the 
package. 

-3- 

The bookseller I perceive oiost 
clearly through the dust of memory is 
the one in the shop next to the St. 
Godule Cathedral ‘in Brussels. The 
1940s. He tried to sell me some 
Chinese pornography. Unfortunately. 
in spite of a healthy interest I was un- 
able to raise the capital, 800 francs. 
Still. a small. literary memory. The 
good old inhibited days. It’s colourl~, 
now. Dirty books are OK. Those who 
can. do; those who can’t, watch. That 
Brussels proprietor must be seething if 
he’s still alive, because. suffused with 
the pleasures of tbe furtive. he spent a 
fortune over 30 years collecting the 
classic erotica tbat is now available by 
the ton in cheap paperbacks: Lady 
Chatterley roined him overnight. 

-4- 

1 didn’t know this one, I just heard 
about him. He judged books by their 
gppearance, literally. He would sight 
along the top of a new issue, as if it 
were a billiardcut, to make sure that the 
edges were good and level. “Ah.” 
he’d say, “that’s a nice straight book. 
I’ll take adoren of these.” If the edges 
wem rough and uneven he wouldn’t 
accept a single copy, however much the 
publisher might protest that the rough 
cut edge was quite deliberate. 

The most dastardly thing about book- 
sellers is the way they look upon the 
author as being as much use as a gadget 
forcutting up beer bottles. 

THE AUTHOR AS PEST 
THE BOOKSELLER 

ASFLlTGUN 

The author, dte bookseller feels, 
should be heard but not seen. In To- 
ronto they still snort almost audibly at 
the memory of the writer who mm- 
paged through the bookstmw, looking 
for his’ newly published novel, and the 
uproar he kicked up when he finally 
found it in a suburban bookstore, at 
ankle height, upside down, crushed be- 
tween two volumes on Arctic naviga- 
tion. When an author comes in the 
booksellers know they can’t win, for 
they .either have a large pile of his 
books, indicating that they’re’not sel- 
ling him, or none. indicating that 
they’ve sold out and have failed to 
reorder-orhaven’tord&.dhimatall. 
Worst of all they dread book-auto- 
graphing parties. In one recent case the 
public failed to turn up. In another, 
the author failed to turn up. In yet 
another, the bookseller failed to htm 
op. He’d lost his front-door key. so he 
went to Frankfad instead. These are all 
tree stories. Only the names have 
changed. 

* * * * * 

Well, there you are. I guess I love 
books so much I can*t help being fair 
even to the people who sell them. 0 

Donald Jack, onlie begetter of the two 
volumes of The Bandy Fapers(Double- 

-day), is currently at work on a third 
VOlUltl.?. 

BOB TULK NEWFIE 
JOKES $1.50 
NEW NEWFIE JOKES 51.50 
NEWFIE JOKES $1.50 

DtSTRtBUTED BY 
~Lw.I~z; PUBLtcATtONS LlD. 

TORONTO, OM. M5W lP6 

The ‘Writers’ Cooperative was 
established in 1971 to issue li- 
mited editions of works from 
previously unpublished writers, 
witkout restrictions on cotuetu. It 
is not a vanity press. It is a uni- 
que, Canadian alternative to 
commercial publishing. Send 
book-length manuscripts and re- 
quests for information to: 

The Writers’ Cooperative 
2501 Park Row East 
Montreal, Quebec 
H4B 7Ji8 

LITERARY AGENTS 

Manuwripts It&ted 

For further infprtnation 
contact: 

FISHER & PURDEN 
Publishing Consultants 

92 Madison Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5R 2S4 
(416) 925-7807 . 

5h.elance Writers, Illustrators 
Advertise your specialties in 
LIFELINE, the publishing and broad- 
cast industry newsletter. Listings, 10 
cents per word (30 word minimum), or 
two free listings with subscription. 
$15. annually - 24 issues. Sample 
copy $1. Write LIFELINE, Highway 
Book Shop, Cobalt, Ontario. 
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Here to stay in bright, new paperback 
format, Canadian Favourites for new 

generations of readers...works of proven 
popularity by some of this country’s 

most widely acclaimed authors. 

By Lucy Maude Montgomery, one of A TANGLED WEB 
Canada’s most well known and beloved THE BLUE CASTLE 
children’s writers: 

ANNE OF WINDY POPLARS Also mailable in the series: 
RILLA OF INGLESIDE RAVEN’S CRY by Christie Harris 
EMILY OF NEW MOON A classic story of the three last Haida 
RAINBOW VALLEY Eagle chiefs. 
ANNE OF INGLESIDE 
ANNE’S HOUSE OF DREAMS 

GLOOSCAP AND HIS MAGIC Legends 

EMILY’S QUEST 
of the Wabanaki Indians by Kay Hill 
BEAUTIFUL JOE by Marshall Saunders 

Four books which over the years, and thiough 
many printings, have established Farley Mowat 

as a favourite author of books for young 
people. They are now available in lively 

popularly-pr&ed paperback editions. 

THE CURSE OF THE VIKING GRAVE 
A suspense-filled story of three young 
boys who stumble upon a cache of Viking 
relics in an ancient tomb. 

LOST IN THE BARRENS 
The story of three boys, a Cree Indian, an 
Eskimo, and a’canadian orphan. Winner 
of the Governor General’s Award for 
Juvenile Literature, the-Book of the Year 
Medal of the Canadian Assoc. of 
Children’s Librarians, and the Boys’ Club 
of America Junior Book Award. 

THE BLACK JOKE 
A rousing sea story in the tradition of 
great pirate tales, but with a modern 
twist. 

OWLS IN THE FAMILY 
The humorous tale of Wol and Wkeps, 
two owls who turned th6 Mowat house- 
hold upside down. 
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